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CHAPTER 
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INTRODUCTION 

The theory of the distribution of values of entire and meromorphic functions 
was first developed by R. Nevanlinna in the year 1926. It was one of the 
most outstanding achievements in function theory in this century. Nevan
linna's fundamental theory, the famous First FUndamental theorem, the Sec
ond FUndamental theorem, as well as the related formulae of deficiencies are 
the foundation of the whole thesis. Before starting the discussion on Nevan
linna theory we state the following definitions. 
Definition 1.1 A single valued function of one complex variable which has 
no singularities other than poles in the open complex plane (i.e., excluding 
the point at infinity) is called a meromorphic function. 
Definition 1.2 A meromorphic function which has an essential singularity 
at the point at infinity is known as a transcendental meromorphic function. 
Definition 1.3 A single valued function which is analytic in the open com
plex plane is defined as an entire function. 
Definition 1.4 An entire function which has an essential singularity at the 
point at infinity is known as a transcendental entire function. 
Let f be a meromorphic function in the finite complex plane C. Also let 
n(r, a ; f) = n(r, a) which is a non-negative integer for each r, denote the 
number of a-points of f in lzl < r, counted with proper multiplicities, for a 
complex number a, finite or infinite. Obviously n(r, oo) - n(r, f) represents 
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the number of poles off in lzl < r counted with proper multiplicities. The 
function N(r, a ; f) = N(r, a) is defined as follows: 

N(r, a)= jn(t, a)- n(O, a) dt + n(O, a) logr and N(r, oo; f)= N(r, f). 
0 t 

Next let us define 

log+ x = log :r if x > 1 

= 0 if 0 <X< 1. 

The following properties are then obvious 

(i) log+ X> 0 if X> 0, 

(ii) log+ x > logx if x > 0, 

(iii) log+ x >log+ y if x > y, 

(iv) logx =log+ x -log+.!_ if x > 0. 
X 

The quantity m(r, f) is defined as follows: 

1 27r . . 
m(r, f) = -J log+ if(rez0

) I dB. 
27r 0 

The term m(r, f) is called the proximity function off and is a sort of averaged 
magnitude of log lf(z)l on the arcs of lzl = r where lf(z)l is large. Now let 
us write 

T(r, f) = m(r, f) + N(r, f). 

The function T(r, f) is called the Nevanlinna's characteristic function off 
{p.4, [34]}. It plays an important role in the theory of meromorphic functions. 
Since for any positive integer p and complex number av, 

p 

log+ III~=1 avl < 2:: log+ iavi 
v=l 

p p 

and log+ I:av <log+ (pmax lavi) < 2.:: log+ lavl + logp, 
v=I v=l,2,. p v=l 

it is easy to show that {p.5, (34] } for p meromorphic functions fi, h, ... fP 
p 

m(r, II~= 1 fv) < "Lm(r, fv) 

p p 

and m(r, I:fv) < "Lm(r, fv) + logp. 
V=l l.l=ol 
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Also one can easily verify that 

p 

N(r, IT~=1 fv) < "£N(r, fv) 
v=l 

p p 

and N(r, Lfv) S LN(r, fv)· 
v=l v=l 

p p 

So T(r, Lfv) < L (T(r, fv) + logp 
1/=l 1/=l 

p 

and T(r, IT~=1 f~~) S 2:.T(r, fv). 
ll=l 

Now we state the Poisson-Jensen formula {p.1, [34) } in the form of the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1 Suppose that f is meromorphic in lzl < R(O < R < oo). Also 
let a~t(f.-l = 1, 2, ... M) and bv(v = 1, 2, ... N) denote the zeros and poles of f 
respectively in lzl < R. Then if z = rei0(0 < r < R) and if f(rei0

) -=/= 0, oo we 
have 

- 1 27T i¢ R2 - r2 

log lf(z)i - 27r [log lf(Re ) I-R2- 2Rr cos(O- cb) + r2d¢ 

~ l R(z- all) ~ 
1 

R(z- bv) 
+ L..J og R2 - - 6 og 2 . 

Jt=l . - aJlz 11=l R bvz 

The theorem holds good also when f has zeros and poles on lzl = R. When 
z = 0, we obtain Jensen's formula 

1 2
7T M I a I N I b I 

log lf(O)I = 27r[ log IJ(Rei¢)1 d¢ +];log ~ - v~ log ~, 

provided that f(O) =I= 0, oo. 
If f has a zero of order A or a pole of order -A at z = 0 such that f = 
c).z). + ...... then Jensen's formula takes the form 

1 2
7T M I a I N I b I 

log jC).j = 
2
7r[ log jJ(Rei¢)1 d¢ + fl~ log ~ -{;_log ~ - AlogR. 

The complicated modification is one of the minor irritations of the theory. 
Generally we shall assume that our function behave in such a way that the 
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terms in the Jensen's formula do not become infinite in our use of that formula 
knowing that exceptional cases can be treated. 
When f has no a-points (i.e., the roots of the equation f =a) at z = 0, then 
it follows from Riemann-Stieltjes integral that 

L log-, r = jn(t, a) dt, where au's are the a-points off in lzl < r. 
avl 0 t 

O<ja..,j<r 

1 
Again since N(r, 0 ; f)= N(r, f), from Jensen's formula we get that 

1 1 
log lf(O)I = m(R, f)- m(R, f)+ N(R, f)- N(R, f) 

1 
i.e., T(R, f)= T(R, f)+ log lf(O)I-

For any finite complex number a let us denote by m(r, a) the function m(r, f~a) 
and m(r, oo) = m(r, f). 
Now we express Nevanlinna's First Fundamental theorem in the following 
form: 
Theorem 1.2 {p,6, [34] }. Let f be a meromorphic function in lzl < oo and 
a be any complex number, finite or infinite, then 

m(r, a)+ N(r, a) = T(r, f)+ 0(1). 

This result shows the remarkable symmetry exhibited by a meromorphic func
tion in its behavior relative to different complex number a, finite or infinite. 
The sum m(r, a) + N(r, a) for different values of a maintains a total, given 
by the quantity T(r, f) which is invariant upto a bounded additive term in
volving r. 
One part of this invariant sum, the quantity N(r, a ; f) hints how densely 
the roots of the equation f = a are distributed in the average in the disc 
lzl < r. The large the number of a-points the faster this counting function 
for a-points grows with r. 
The first term m(r, a) which is defined to be the mean value of 

log+ 11/ f- ai (or log+ lfl if a= oo) 
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on the circle lzl = r, receives a remarkable contribution only from those 
arcs on the circle where the functional values differ very little from the given 
value a. The magnitude of the proximity function can thus be considered as 
a measure for the mean deviation on the circle izl = r of the functional value 
f from the value a. 
If the a-points of a meromorphic function are relatively scarce for a certain 
'a', this fact finds expression analytically in the relatively slow growth of 
the function N(r, a) as r --+ oo; in the extreme case where a is a Picard's 
exceptional value of the function (so that f #- a in I z I < oo), N ( r, a) is 
identically zero. But this fact on a-points finds a compensation. 
The function deviates in the mean slightly from the value a in question, the 
corresponding proximity function m(r, a) will be relatively large, so that the 
sum m(r, a)+ N(r, a) reaches the magnitude T(r, f), characteristic function 
of f. 
For an entire function f, N(r, f) = 0 and so T(r, f) = m(r, f), i.e., in the 
case of an entire function, the Nevanlinna's characteristic function and the 
proximity function are same. 
Let us consider that f be an entire function, i.e., a function of a complex 
variable regular in the whole finite complex plane C. By Taylor's theorem 
such a function has an everywhere convergent power series expansion as 

(1.1) 

which forms a natural generalization of the polynomials. 
The degree of a polynomial which is equal to its number of zeros estimates the 
rate of growth of the polynomial as the independent variable moves without 
bound. So the more zeros, the greater is the growth. 
An analogous property that relate the set of zeros and the growth of a func
tion can be developed for arbitrary entire functions. 
Establishing relations between the distribution of the zeros of an entire func
tion and its asymptotic behavior as z tending to infinity enriched most of the 
classical results of the theory of entire functions. The classical investigations 
of Borel, Hadamard and Lindelof are of this kind. 
To characterise the growth of an entire function and the distribution of its 
zeros a special growth scale called maximum modulus function off on lzl = r 
is introduced as M(r) = M(r, f) =~ax lf(z)j. 

IZf=r 

It plays an important role in the theory of entire functions. Since by Li-



ouville's theorem a bounded entire function is constant, it follows that for 
non-constant f the maximum modulus function M ( r) is unbounded. 
The following theorem is due to Cauchy. 
Theorem 1.3 {Theorem 1, p. 5, (66] }. The maximum of the modulus of a 
function f, which is regular in a closed connected region D, bounded by one 
or more curves C, is attained on the boundary. 
This theorem implies that when f is an entire function, M ( r) is a non
decreasing function of r for all values of r.Using the uniform continuity off 
in any closed region and the above theorem, i.e., the value M ( r) is attained 
by f on jzj = r, it follows that M(r) is a continuous function of r. Also M(r) 
is differentiable in adjacent intervals {Theorem 10, p. 27, [66] }. In view of 
Hadamard's theorem {Theorem 9, p. 20, [66)} we know that log M(r) is a 
continuous, convex and ultimately increasing function of log r. 
For an entire function f the study of the comparative growth properties of 
T(r, f) and log M(r, f) is a popular problem among the researchers. Now we 
express a fundamental inequality relating T(r, f) and log M(r, f). 
Theorem 1.4 {p. 18, (34] }. Iff is regular for lzl < R then 

T(r, f)< log+ M(r, f)<~~~ T(R, f), 0 < r < R. 

In case of a transcendental entire function f, M(r) grows faster than any 
positive power of r.Thus in order to estimate the growth of transcendental 
entire functions we choose a comparison function erk, k > 0 that grows more 
rapidly than any positive power of r. 
More precisely f is said to be a function of finite order if there exists a 
positive constant k such that log M ( r) < rk for all sufficiently large values of 
r(r > ro(k) ; say).The infimum of such k's is called the order of f. If no such 
k exists, f is said to be of infinite order. 
For example the order of the function ez is 1 i.e., finite but that of eez is 
infinite. 
Let p be the order of f. It can be easily shown that the order p of f has the 
following alternative definition 

l
. log log M(r) 

p = 1m sup . 
r---+oo log r 



The lower order ,\ of f is defined as follows 

\ 
1
. . flog log M(r) 

/\ = lmln . 
r~4(X) log r 

Clearly ,\ < p. 

If in particular for a function f, ,\ = p, then f is said to be of regular growth. 
For example a polynomial or the functions ez, cos z etc. are of regular growth. 
With known order p( 0 < p < oo) the growth of an entire function can be 
characterised more precisely by the type of the function. The number T given 
by 

log M(r) 
T = lim sup , 0 < p < oo 

r-+oo rP 

is called the type of f. 
Between two functions of same order one can be characterised to be of greater 
growth if its type is greater. The quantities p, ,\ and r are extensively used 
to the study of growth properties of f. At this stage we note the following 
definition. 
Definition 1.5 {p.l6, [34]}. Let S be a real and non-negative function 
increasing for 0 < ro < r < oo. The order k and the lower order ,\ of the 
function S ( r) are defined as 

k =lim sup logS(r) 
r-.oo log r 

d \ 1 ... flogS(r) 
an /\ = 1m1n . 

r~~~HX) log r 

Moreover if 

0 < k < oo, we set C =lim supS(:) 
r-+oo r 

and distinguish the following possibilities: 

(a) S(r) has maximal type if C = +oo; 

(b) S(r) has mean type if 0 < C < +oo; 

(c) S(r) has minimal type if C = 0; 
00S(t) 

(d) S ( r) has convergence class if J k+ 
1 

dt converges 
ro t 



Now we state the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.5 {p.18, [34]}. Iff is an entire function then the order k of the 
function S1(r) = log+ M(r, f) and S2('r) = T(r, f) is the same. Further if 
0 < k < oo, S1(r) and S2(r) belong to the same classes (a), (b), (c) and (d). 
Also we note that 81 ( r) and 82 ( r) have the same lower order. 
A function f meromorphic in the plane is said to have order p, lower order A 
and maximal, minimal, mean type or convergence class if the function T(r, f) 
has this property. For entire functions these coincide by the above theorem 
with the corresponding definition in terms of M(r, f) which is classical. The 
type of a meromorphic function f is defined by 

. T(r, f) 
T = hmsup----,0 < p < oo. 

'r-+oc, rP 

We know that the order and the lower order of an entire function f and its 
derivative are equal. The same result holds for a meromorphic function also. 
After revealing the important symmetry property of a meromorphic function 
f, which is expressed in the first fundamental theorem through the invariance 
of the sum m(r, a) + N(r, a), it is natural to attempt for a more careful in
vestigation of the relative strength of two terms in the sum, of the proximity 
component m(r, a) and of the counting component N(r, a). Individual results 
have been obtained in this direction {p.234, [34]}. 
1, Picard's theorem shows that the counting function for a non-constant mero
morphic function in the finite complex plane vanish for almost two values of 
a. 
2. For a meromorphic function of finite non-integral order there is almost one 
Picard's exceptional value. 
3. That the counting function N(r, a) is in general i.e., for the great majority 
of the values of a, large in comparison with the proximity function. 
We now state Nevanlinna's Second Fundamental theorem. 
Theorem 1.6 {p.31, [34]}. Suppose that f is a non-constant meromorphic 
function in lzl < r. Let a1, a2, ...... aq(q > 2) be distinct finite complex num
bers, ~ > 0 and suppose that la1-1- a1 1 2 ~for 1 < J.L < 1' < q. Then 

q 

m(r, oo) + l:m(r, a1 ) < 2T(r, f)- N1(r) + S(r), 
r=l 



where N1 ( r) is positive and is given by 

N1(r) = N(r, ),) + 2N(r, f)- N(r, f') 

f' q !' + 3q 1 
and S(r) = m(r, f)+ m{r, J;

1 
(f _ a-v) }+q log --g- +log 2 +log lf'(O)I, 

with modifications if f(O) = 0 or oo and f'(O) = 0. 
The quantity S ( r) will in general play the role of an unimportant error term. 
The combination of this fact with the above theorem yields the second fun
damental theorem. 
The following theorem gives an estimation of S(r). 
Theorem 1.7{p.34, [34]}. Let f be a meromorphic function and not con
stant in I z I < Ro < oo and that S ( r) = S ( r, f) is defined as in the above 
theorem. Then we have 
(i) If Ro = +oo, S(r, f) = O{logT(r, f)}+ O(logr) as r -+ oo through all 
values if f has finite order and as r -+ oo outside a set E of finite linear 
measure otherwise 
(ii) If 0 < Ro < oo, S(r, f) = O{log+ T(r, f)+ log 1/(Ro- r)} as r -+ Ro 
outside a set E such that JE ;:~r < +oo. 
Further there is a point r outside E for which p < r < p' provided that 
0 < R - p' < e - 2 ( R - p) .. 
Consequently we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.8{p.41, [34]}. Let f be meromorphic and non-constant in 
lzl < R0 . Then 

S(r, f) 0 R . h h £ 11 . . . T(r, f) -+ as r-+ o w1t t e o ow1ng provisions: (*) 

~~~:~~ -+ 0 as r-+ Ro with the following provisions: 
(a)(*) holds without restrictions if R0 = +oo and f is of finite order in the 
plane. 
(b)(*) If f has infinite order in the plane, (*) still holds as r -+ oo outside a 
certain exceptional set Eo of finite length. 
Here Eo depends only on f. 
(c) If Ro < +oo and lim sup

10 
T(r,p } = +oo, 

r-+oo g (Ro-r) 

then (*) holds as r -+ Ro through a suitable sequence rn, which depends on 
f only. This theorem points out why S(r) plays the role of an unimportant 



error term. 
Let f be meromorphic and not constant in the plane. We shall denote by 
S(r, f) any quantity S(r, f) = o{T(r, f)} as r ~ oo possibly outside a set 
r of finite linear measure. Also we shall denote by a, ao, a1 etc. functions 
meromorphic in the plane and satisfying T(r, a)= S(r, f) as r ~ oo. Now we 
introduce Milloux's theorem which is important in studying the properties of 
the derivatives of meromorphic functions. 

l 

Theorem 1.9{p.55, [34]}. Let l be a positive integer and '¢ = La-yjb). 
-y=O 

Then m(r, YJ) = S(r, f) and T(r, '1/J) < (l + 1)T(r, f)+ S(r, f). 
Milloux showed that in the second fundamental theorem we can replace the 
counting functions for certain roots off= a by roots of the equation '1/J = b, 
where '1/J is given as in the above theorem. In this connection we state the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1.10{p.57, [34]}. Let f be meromorphic and non-constant in the 

l 

plane and '1/J = L a-yjb), where l is a positive integer. If '1/J is non-constant 
-y=O 

then 
- 1 - 1 1 

T(r, f) < N(r, f)+ N(r, f)+ N(r, '1/J _ 
1

) - No(r, 'lj/) + S(r, f) 

where in No(r, J,) only zeros of '1/J' not corresponding to the repeated roots of 
'1/J = 1 are to be considered. 
Now we set 

~( ) ~( f) 1. . f m(r, a) . l\f(r, a) 
u a = u a; = 1m m T( f) = 1 - hm sup ( ) , 

r----HXj 'r., r----+00 T r, f 

8(a) = e(a; f) = 1 -li:n~~p ~(~: ;? ' 
where N(r, a ; f) = N(r, a) is the counting function for distinct a-points, 

(} (a) = (} (a; f) = lim inf N ( r' a) - N ( r' a) 
r-•oo T( r, f) 

Evidently, given c-(> 0), we have for sufficiently large values of r, 

N(r, a)- N(r, a) > {B(a)- c-}T(r, f), 

N(r, a) < {1 -- 6(a) + c }T(r, f) 



and hence 
1V ( r, a) < { 1 - 6 (a) -- B (a) + 2s} T ( r, f) 

so that 
8(a) > 6(a) + B(a). 

The quantity 6(a) is known as the deficiency of the value 'a' and B(a) is called 
the index of multiplicity. Evidently 6(a) is positive only if there are relatively 
few roots of the equation f = a, while B( a) is positive if there are relatively 
many multiple roots. 
Let us now state a fundamental theorem called Nevanlinna's theorem on 
deficient values. 
Theorem 1.11 {p.43, [34]}. Let f be a non-constant meromorphic function 
defined on the plane. Then the set of values a for which 8( a) > 0 is countable 
and we have, on summing over all such values a 

2:{6(a) + B(a)} < 2::8(a) < 2. 
a a 

The magnitude of the deficiency 6(a) lies in the closed unit interval [0, 1] and 
it gives us a very accurate measure for the relative density of the points where 
the function f assumes the value 'a' in question. The larger the deficiency is, 
the more rare are latter points. The deficiency reaches its maximum value 1 
when the latter have been very sparsely distributed, as for example, in the 
extreme case where the value 'a' is a Picard exceptional value i.e., a complex 
number which is not assumed by the function. We shall call every value of 
vanishing deficiency 6(a), a normal value in contrast to the deficient values 
for which 6 (a) is positive .. 
We know from Picard's theorem that a meromophic function can have at most 
two Picard exceptional values. This theorem follows easily from Nevanlinna's 
theorem on deficient value because as we have stated before that for a Picard 
exceptional value a, 6(a) = 1. 
The quantity 

/\( f) 1 1. . f N(r, a) 1. m(r, a) 
L.::. a; = - 1m1n T(' f) = 1m sup T( f) 

r--+00 r, r--+oo r, 

gives another measure of deficiency and is called the Valiron deficiency. 
Clearly 

0 < 6(a; f) <~(a; f) < 1. 
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An entire function f ( z) has a Taylor's expansion about any 
point a in the complex plane of the form 

00 

f(z) = l:an(z- at. 
n=O 

Since this series is absolutely convergent everywhere in the plane, the terms 
I ani must approach 0. Consequently, there exists for each a an index no= n(a) 
for which lanl is a maximal coefficient. B. Lepson [41]raised the problem of 
characterising entire functions for which n( a) is bounded. The latter are 
called functions of bounded index. 
Definition 1.6. An entire function f is said to be of bounded index if and 
only if there exists an integer N, such that for all z 

where j = 0, 1, 2, 3 ... and j(0)denotes f. (1.2) 

We shall say that f is of index N, if N is the smallest integer for which (1.2) 
holds. 
An entire function which is not of bounded index is said to be of unbounded 
index. 
A function of bounded index satisfies 

N I f(i) I I jU) I . 
I:-.,-> ., ,} =0,1,2,3, ...... 
i=O 2. .J. 

Furthermore, if (1.3) holds then 

I 
(1)1 lf(2)1 f(N) 1 l!(j)l .. -

max ( lfl, f , 2! , ...... , N! )> (N + 1). j! , J - 0, 1, 2, 3, ...... 

These facts suggests 
Definition 1. 7. An entire function f ( z) is said to be of non-uniform bounded 
index if and only if there exist integers Nj, such that 

N JJ(i)(z)J if(J)(z)j . 
L .1 >c. .

1 
for lzl > Nj, 

i=O 2. ] · 

where j = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...... and c is any fixed constant. 
For bounded regions Lepson [41]proved that 
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Theorem 1.12. If f(z) ::/= 0 is an entire function and R is any bounded set, 
then there is an integer N such that for any z in R and any non-negative 
integer n 

IJ<:iz ll < max ( lf(z) I' If(!) (z) I ' IJ(2~iz) I' ...... , IJ<~;z) I). 
Example 1.1. The function exp z is obviously of bounded index. 
Example 1.2. Let k be a positive integer. The entire function f(z) 
00 

2:: (::)!is of non-uniform bounded index which can be proved by the following 
n=O 
theorem of F. Gross [31]. 
Theorem 1.13. Let t be a positive integer. If g(z) = f(zt) is entire and 
f ( z) is of bounded index (say of index k) then g ( z) is of non-uniform bounded 
index. We now discuss two special type of orders of entire functions. 
During the past decades, several authors {cf. [54], [57], [58] and [61]} made 
close investigations on the properties of entire Dirichlet series related to Ritt 
order. Let f ( s) be an entire function of the complex variable s = <l+ it 
defined by everywhere absolutely convergent Dirichlet series 

(1.4) 

where 0 < An < An+l(n > 1), An --4- oo as n --4- oo and an's are complex 
constants. 
If <l c and <l a denote respectively the abscissa of convergence and absolute 
convergence of (1.4) then in this clearly <lc = O"a = oo. 

Let F(<l) = lub if(<l +it)!. 
-oo<t<OG 

(1.5) 

Then the Ritt order [59] of f(s) denoted by p(f) is given by 

(f) 1
. log log F ( <l) 

1
. log[2l F ( O") 

p = lffiSUp = lffiSUp . 
a-->oo 0" a_.oc 0" 

In other words 

p(f) = inf {JL > 0: logF(<l) < exp(<lJL) for all O" > R(JL)}. 

Similarly the lower Ritt order of f(s) denoted by A(j) may be defined. 
Let us denote by cnand Rn the complex and real n-space respectively. We 
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indicate the point (zl, .... Zn), (ml, ... mn ) of en or In by their corresponding 
unsuffixed symbols z, m respectively where I denotes the set of non-negative 
integers. The modulus of z, denoted by lzl, is defined as lzl = (lz1l

2 + ... + 
lznl 2 )~. If the coordinates of the vector 'mare non-negative integers, then zm 
will denote z~1 

••• z;n and II mil = m1 + ... + mn. 
Let D c en be an arbitrary bounded complete n-circular domain with center 
at the origin of coordinates. Then for the analytic function f and R > 
0, Mt,

0
(R) =sup lf(z)l, where a point zEDR if and only if ~ED. 

ZEDR 

Definition 1.8 {[30], p. 339} The Gol'dberg order (briefly G-order) p~ off 
with respect to the domain D is defined as 

log[2
J Mt ( R) 

p (f)= pf =lim sup ,n 
n o R---H:;.,_, log R 

where log[k] x = log(log[k-l] x) fork= 1, 2, 3, ... and log[o] x = x. 

The lower Gol'dberg order Ab off with respect to the domain Dis defined 
as 

log[2
J Mt (R) 

An(!)- Ab = liminf '0 

R--+c.:: log R 

We say that f is of regular growth if pf = A£. 
D 

Further theories of entire and meromorphic functions can be found in [4] and 
(13] and those of analytic functions are available in [15] and [30]. Extensive 
works on growth properties of entire and meromorphic functions related to 
relative order, relative lower order, relative sharing of values, relative Ritt 
order, relative Gol'dberg order etc. have been done in [6], [7), [8), [9], [10), 
[11], (45], (49], (51], [52], [53], (54], (55), [56] and [60]. Also growth properties 
based on differential monomials, differential polynomials and wronskians, all 
generated by entire or meromorphic functions have been studied in[5], (47] and 
[50]. One can find the theories of Dirichlet series and their related problems in 
(33) and [61]. Further growth properties related to convex or entire functions 
as well as the potential theory in several complex variables can be found in 
(39) and (40). For results related to deficiencies of meromorphic functions one 
can see [44) and [69). 
Apart from Chapter 1 the thesis consists of ten other chapters. 
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• In Chapter 2 we study the growth properties of composite entire and 
meromorphic functions using L-arder and L *-order improving some ear
lier results where L - L( r) is a slowly changing function. The results of 
this chapter have been published in International Journal of Math
ematical Analysis, see [19]. 

• In Chapter 3 we consider the growth properties of composite entire and 
meromorphic functions using (p, q )th order which improve some earlier 
results, where p, q are positive integers and p > q. Some results in the 
form of remarks based upon minimum modulus of entire functions have 
also been stated in this chapter. The results of this chapter have been 
published in International Journal of Contemporary Mathemat
ical Sciences, see [20]. 

• In Chapter 4 we discuss the growth properties of entire functions on the 
basis of relative £-order where L = L(r) is a slowly changing function. 
Also some growth properties in terms of minimum modulus of entire 
functions have been discussed in this chapter. The results of this chapter 
have been published in International Mathematical Forum, see [21]. 

• In Chapter 5 we study the comparative growth properties of entire 
functions on the basis of relative L- (p, q)th order where p, q are pos
itive integers and p > q. A few results in the form of remarks on the 
basis of minimum modulus of entire functions have also been stated in 
this chapter. The results of this chapter have been published in Inter
national Journal of Mathematical Analysis, see [22). 

• In Chapter 6 we study the (t)L*- (p, q)th order of entire and meromor
phic functions based on sharing of values of them. The results of this 
chapter have been published in International Mathematical Forum, 
see [23]. 

• In Chapter 7 we generalise the results of Datta and Monda! [18]. The 
results of this chapter have been published in International Journal 
of Contemporary Mathematical Sciences, see [24]. 

• In Chapter 8 we study regular L relative growth and regular L *relative 
growth of an entire function with respect to another entire function and 
show that under certain conditions they are equal where L = L(r) is a 
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slowly changing function. The results of this chapter have been published 
in International Mathematical Forum, see [25]. 

• In Chapter 9 we establish some results on the comparative growth 
properties related to generalised L* -Ritt order of entire Dirichlet series. 
The results of this chapter have been published in International Jour
nal of Mathematical Analysis, see [26]. 

• In Chapter 10 we study the comparative growth properties of com
posite entire functions of two complex variables. We also introduce the 
notion of zero order of entire functions of two complex variables and 
discuss some related results. The results of this chapter have been pub
lished in International Journal of Contemporary Mathematical 
Sciences, see [27]. 

• In Chapter 11 we discuss about the comparative growth properties 
related to the Gol'dberg order of composition of two entire function of 
several complex variables. The results of this chapter have been pub
lished in International Journal of Mathematical Analysis, see [28]. 

From Chapter 2 onwards when we write Theorem a. b.c (Corollary a. b.c. 
etc.) where a,b and c are positive integers, we mean the c-th Theorem (c-th 
Corollary etc.) of the b-th Section in the a-th chapter. Also by equation 
number (a. b) we mean the b-th equation in the a-th chapter for positive 
integers a and b. The references to books and journals have been classified 
as bibliography and are given at the end of the thesis. 

-----X-----
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COMPOSITE ENTIRE AND 
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OF ORDER ZERO ON THE 
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FUNCTIONS 



CHAPTER 

2 ----------------~ 

ESTIMATION OF GROWTH OF 
COJ\1POSITE ENTIRE AND 

MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS OF 
ORDER ZERO ON THE BASIS OF 
SLOWLY CHANGING FUNCTIONS 

2.1 Introduction, Definitions and Notations. 

We denote by C the set of all finite complex numbers. Let f be a 
meromorphic function and g be an entire function defined on C. In the sequel 
we use the following notation: 

log[k] x = log(log[k-l] x) fork= 1, 2, 3, ... and log[O] x = x. 

We recall the following definitions: 

Definition 2.1.1 The order Pt and lower order AJ of a meromorphic june-

The results of this chapter have been published in International Journal of Mathematical Analysis, 
see [19]. 
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tion f are defined as 

l
. log T(r, f) 

PJ = lffiSUp 1 
r-+oc og r 

d 
, _

1
. . f logT(r, f) 

an AJ-lmm 
1 

. 
r-+oo ogr 

If f is entire, one can easily verify that 

. logl2l M(r, f) 
P! = hmsup 

1 r-~00 og r 

d 
, 

1
. . f logl2l M(r, f) 

an Af = 1m 1n 
1 

. 
r-+oo ogr 

Definition 2.1.2 The hyper order p1 and hyper lower order AJ of a mero
morphic function f are defined as follows: 

_ . logl2l T(r, f) 
p1 = hmsup 

1 r--+OC 0g r 

d 
, 

1
. . f logl2l T(r, f) 

an Af = 1m1n . 
r--+CXJ log r 

If f is entire then 

_ . logl3l M(r, f) 
p1 = hmsup 

1 r-+oo og r 

d 
, 

1
. . f logl3l M(r, f) 

an Af = Imln . 
r-+oo log r 

Definition 2.1.3 [46] Let f be meromorphic function of order zero. Then 
pj, Aj and pj, .x; are defined as follows: 

* _ 
1
. log T(r, f) 

Pj- lffiSUp [2] ' 
r--+x; log r 

'* 1 .. flogT(r,f) 
/\! = lffi lll [2) 

r--+x; log r 

_* . logl2l T(r, f) 
and p1 = hmsup [2] , 

r-+oc\ log r 

, * 
1
. . f logl2l T(r, f) 

AJ = 1m m _ [2] r-+oo log r 
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If f is entire, then clearly 

* . log[2
] M(r, f) 

p1 = hllsup [2] , 
r-->)0 log r 

'* 1 .. flog[
2lM(r,f) 

/\j = Illlll [2] 
r--+(X' log r 

-* . log[3
] M(r, f) 

and p1 = hllsup [2] 
r--+00 log r 

, * 
1
. . f log[3

] M(r, f) 
/\ f = Ill Ill [2] 

r--+oo log r 

Definition 2.1.4 The type(]' f of a meromorphic function f is defined as 

. T(r, f) 
(Jf = hllsup f ,0 <Pi< oo. 

·r--.oo rP 

If f is entire, then 

. logM(r,f) 
(]' f = hll sup · - , 0 < p f < oo. 

r--+oo rPt 

Somasundaram and Thamizharasi [63] introduced the notions of £-order 
and £-type for entire functions where L = L(r) is a positive continuous 
function increasing slowly i.e., L(ar) ~ L(r) as r ---+ oo for every positive 
constant a. Their definitions are as follows: 

Definition 2.1.5 {63} The L-arder pj and the L-lower order .-\j of an entire 
function f are defined as follows: 

L . log[2] M(r, f) 
p 1 = hll sup 1 [ L( ) ] 

r--+oo og r r 

d 
,L l' . f.log[2] M(r, f) 

an A 1 = Ill 1n . 
r--+oo log[rL(r)] 

When f is meromorphic, then 

L 
1
. log T(r, f) 

Pt = liDSUp 
r--+oo log[rL(r)] 

d 
,L 

1
. . f logT(r, f) 

an /\1 = Ill m [ ( )] . 
r_.oo log r L r 
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Definition 2.1.6 [63}. The L-type a-J of an entire function f with L-arder 

PJ is defined as 

L . logM(r,f) L 
(J'1 =hmsup L ,0<p1 <oo. 

r-+oo [rL(r)]Pt 

For meromorphic f, the L-type ay becomes 

L . T(r, f) L 
a1 =hmsup L,O<p1 <oo. 

r-+oo [r L( r) JPr 

Similarly one can define the L-hyper order and L-hyper lower order of 
entire and meromorphic f. The more generalised concept of £-order and £
type of entire and meromorphic functions are L *-order and L *-type. Their 
definitions are as follows: 

Definition 2.1. 7 The L* -order, L* -lower order and L* -type of a meromor
phic function f are defined by 

L* . log T(r, f) 
P! = hmsup l [ L(r)], r-+oo ogre 
\L* 

1
. . f logT(r, f) 

/\! = Imln 
r--.oo log[reL(r)] 

L* . T(r) f) L* 
and (]' 1 = hm sup L* , 0 < p 1 < oo. 

r--.oo [reL(r)lPt 

When f is entire, one can easily verify that 

L* . log[2
J M(r, f) 

PJ = hmsup 
1 

[ L(r)l , r-+oo ogre 

\L* 1" . f log[2] M(r, f) 
/\! = liDin 

r-+oo log(reL(r)] 

L* . log M(r, f) L* 
and(]'! = hmsup L* , 0 < p1 < oo. 

r-+oo [reL(r)1Pt 

In this chapter we intend to establish some results relating to the growth 
properties of composite entire and meromorphic functions on the basis of L
arder and L *-order improving some previous results. 
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2.2 Lemmas. 

In this section we present some lemmas which will be needed in the 
sequel. 

Lemma 2.2.1 [14] If f and g are two entire functions, then for all suffi
ciently large values of r 

1 r 
M(8M(2, g) -jg(O)I, f) < M(r, fog) < M(M(r, g), f). 

Lemma 2.2.2 [62] Let f be entire and g be a transcendental entire function 
of finite lower order. Then for any 6 > 0, 

M(r 1+6 ,fog) > M(M(r,g),f)(r > ro). 

Lemma 2.2.3 {29] Let f be a meromorphic function and g be transcendental 
entire. If AJog < oo then AJ = O.In the line of Lemma 2.2.3 we may state the 
following lemma without proof. 

Lemma 2.2.4 Let f be a meromorphic function and g be transcendental en
tire. If A.Jog < oo then A.J = 0. 

Lemma 2.2.5 {31} Let f be meromorphic and g be transcendental entire. If 

PJog < oo then P! = 0. 

Lemma 2.2.6 Let f be meromorphic and g be transcendental entire. If 

PJog < oo then PJ = 0. 

Lemma 2.2.7 Let f be a meromorphic function and g be transcendental en-
. L* L* tzre. If A.fog < oo then >..1 = 0. 

Lemma 2.2.8 Let f be meromorphic and g be transcendental entire. If 
L* L* PJog < oo then p1 = 0. 

Lemma 2.2.9 Let f be entire and g be transcendental entire with "At < 
oo.Also let PJog = O.Then *pf *"At<* PJog < *pf *p;. 



Proof. By Lemma 2.2.2, 

* L . logl2lM(r1+8,fog) 
p =hmsup . -

fog r->oo logl2l[rL(r)] 

l
. logl2l M(M(r, g), f) 

1
. . f logl21 M(r, g) > 1m sup . 1m 1n ---:-:-:--;._.,__-

- r->oo logl21 M(r, g) r->oo logl2l[rL(r)) 
* * ,L = PJ Ag. 

Again by Lemma 2.2.1, 

* L r logl2l M(r, fog) 
PJog = 

1~~p logl2l[rL(r)) 

r logl21 M(M(r, g), f) r logl21 M(r, g) 
< 

1~~p logl2l M(r,g) · 
1~~p logl2l[rL(r)] 

* * L = PJ P9 · 

From the above two inequalities we get that pj *A~ < * PJog < pj * p~. • 

Remark 2.2.1 The second part of Lemma 2.2.9 is also valid under the same 
conditions for meromorphic f and entire g. 

Lemma 2.2.10 Let f and g be two entire functions such that pJ = 0 and 
A~ < oo. Also let g be transcendental entire. Then 

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.2.1, we get that 

L . logl2l M(r, fog) 
Pjog = hmsup l [ L( )] · 

r-oo og r r 

< l
. logl2l M(M(r, g), f) 

1
. logl21 M(r, g) 

1m sup [ l . 1m sup -----:--~_;_ 
- r->oo log 2 M('r,g) r->oo log[rL(r)] 

* L = PJPg · 



Also from Lemma 2.2.2 it follows that 

L . log[2] M(r1+8 , fog) 
PJog = hm sup 1 [ L( )]l+<l 

r-too og r r 

. . logl2l M(M(r, g), f) . logl2l M(r, g) 
> hm1nf 12] . hmsup 1 [ L( )p+o 

r-.oo log M(r
1 
g) r->oo og r r 

'* L = /\JPg. 

Now combining the above two inequalities we obtain that 

• 
Remark 2.2.2 Under the conditions of Lemma 2.2.10, 

pj-\; < PJog < pjp;. 

Lemma 2.2.11 Iff be an entire function and g be transcendental entire with 

AJ09 = 0, -\; < oo. 

Then* AL > * -\L* AL. fog -·· f g 

Proof. By Lemma 2.2.2, 

logl2l M(r 1+8 j'og) 
* -\L r · f ' 

fog= 
1;!!:.~ logl2l[rL(r)]I+c5 

1
. . f logl2l M(M(r, g), f) 

1
. . f logl2l M(r, g) > lmln . lmln 

- r->oo logl2lM(r,g) r->oo logl2l[rL(r)] 
= '* * ,L /\ f /\g. 

This proves the lemma. • 

Lemma 2.2.12 Let f be entire and g be transcendental entire with -\f < oo. 
L* Also let p fog = 0. Then 

* * \ L* * L* * * L* PJ/\g < PJog < PfPg · 



Proof. By Lemma 2.2.2, 

• . logl2lM(r1+6,fog) "'pJ0 = hm sup--=--...,.--,-:---
g r-+oo logf2l [reL(r)] 

> 1
. log[2l M(M(r, g), f) 

1
. . f log[2

] M(r, g) 
1m sup . 1m 1n [2] 

- r-+oo log[2lM(r,g) r-+oo log [reL(r)] 

= p* * ,L* f "g . 

Again by Lemma 2.2.1, 

L* 
1
. log[2

] M(r, fog) 
* p fo = lm sup ---:-:---"'----~ 

g r-+oo logf2] [reL(r)] 

l
. logf2l M(M(r, g), f) 

1
. log[2

] M(r, g) 
< 1m sup [2] . 1m sup [2] 
- r-+oo log M(r, g) r-+oo log [reL(r)] 

* * £• = PJ Pg · 

From the above two inequalities we get that 

This proves the lemma. • 

2.5 

Remark 2.2.3 The second part of Lemma 2.2.12 is also valid under the same 
conditions for meromorphic f and entire g. 

Lemma 2.2.13 Let f and g be two entire functions such that pf = 0 and 
,\f < oo. Also let g be transcendental entire. Then 

,\ * L* L* * L* JPg < PJog < PJPg 

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.2.1, we get that 

L* . logl2l M(r, fog) 
Pjog = h~~p log[reL(r)] . 

< 1
. logl2l M(M(r, g), f) 

1
. log[2] M(r, g) 

rms~ [J .rmwp 
- r-+oo log 2 M(r,g) r-+oo log[reL(r)] 

* L* = PJPg · 



Again from Lemma 2.2.2 it follows that 

L* . log[2lM(r1+8 ,fog) 
P.tog = hm sup 1 [ L(r)]1+8 

r-->oo ogre 

.. log[2lM(M(r,g),f) . logl2lM(r,g) 
> hm 1nf [2] . hm sup 1 [ L(r)] 1+8 

r-->oo log M ( r, g) r-->oo og re 

'* L* = /\.tPg . 

Now combining the above two inequalities we obtain that 

* L* L* * L* 
A.tPg < Pfog S: PtPg · 

Thus the lemma is established. • 

Remark 2.2.4 Under the conditions of Lemma 2. 2.13, 

Lemma 2.2.14 Iff is an entire function and g be tmnscendental entire with 

L* L* A .fog= 0, J..9 < 00. 

Then 
* ;..L* > * )...L* * ;..L* 

fog - f g · 

Proof. By Lemma 2.2.2, 

1 [2] M( 1+8 f ) * 'L* 1' . f og r ' og /\fog = 1m In [2] 
r-->oo log [reL(r)] 1+8 

> 1. . f logl2l M(M(r, g), f) 
1
. . f log[2

] M(r, g) 
lmln . lmln 

- r-->oo log[2] M ( r, g) r-->oo log[2l [reL(r)] 

= >..j * ;..;·. 

This proves the lemma. • 

2.3 Theorems. 

In this section we present the main results of this chapter. 



Theorem 2.3.1 Let f be meromorphic and g be transcendental entire such 
that >..Jog > 0. Then for every positive number A, 

. . log T(r, fog) *A Jog _ 
hm 1nf T( A f(k)) < A L, where k - 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 

r---"oo log r , * >.. 1 

Proof. Case (a). If >..Jog= oo, the theorem is obvious. 
Case (b). If >..Jog < oo, then by Lemma 2.2.4, >..y = 0 and the theorem 

follows. • 

Theorem 2.3.2 Let f be meromorphic and g be transcendental entire such 
that PJog = 0. Also, let 0 < *A Jog < * PJog < oo and 0 < * >..y <* PJ < oo. Then 
for any positive number A, 

*A Jog < lim inf log T(r, fog) < *A Jog 
A*py - r---"oo logT(rA, f) - A* >..y 

l
. log T ( r, fog) * PJ og 

< 1m sup ( A ) < L. 
- r--tOO logT r 'f - A*>..! 

Proof. Since PJog = 0 < oo by Lemma 2.2.6, pJ = 0. Now from the definition 
of* PJ and * >..y we have for arbitrary positive c and for all large values of r, 

logT(r,fog) > (*>..J09 -c)logl2l[rL(r)] 

and logT(rA, f)< A(*pJ +c) logl2l[rL(r)). 

Now from (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) it follows for all large values of r, 

log T ( r, fog) *>..Jog - c 
logT(rA, f) > A(*py +c)" 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

l
. . flog T(r, fog) * AJ09 
lffiln > . 
r___,oo logT(rA, .f) - A*py 

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

log T(r, fog) < (*>..Jog+ c) logl2l [r L(r )] 

(2.3.1) 

(2.3.2) 

(2.3.3) 

(2.3.4) 



and for all large values of r, 

logT(rA, f)> A(*>..]- c) logl2l[rL(r)]. (2.3.5) 

Combining (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) we get for a sequence of values of r tending to 
infinity, 

logT(r,fog) *)..Jo9 +c 
-~~--:- < L . 
log T(rA, f) - A(* .-\1 - c) 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that 

l
. . flog T(r, fog) < * AJ09 
lllln . 
r-.oo log T(rA. f) - A* .AJ (2.3.6) 

Also, for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

logT(rA, f)< A(* >..y +c) logl2l[rL(r)]. (2.3.7) 

Now from (2.3.1) and (2.3.7) we obtain for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

log T(r, fog) * AJ09 - c 
logT(rA,j)? A(*.AJ+c)" 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we get that 

1
. logT(r,fog) *.-\Jog 
1m sup ( A ) > L . 

r->oo log T r , f - A*).. f 

Also for all large values of r, 

logT(r, fog)< (*PJog +c) logl2l[rL(r)]. 

From (2.3.5) and (2.3.9) it follows for all large values of r, 

logT(r, fog) <~ *PJ09 + c 
logT(rA,j) _:: A(*>..]-c)' 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

(2.3.8) 

(2.3.9) 

1' logT(r·,fog) *PJog 
1m sup l T( A f) < L. (2.3.10) 

r-.oo og r , - A* >..1 

Thus the theorem follows from (2.3.3), (2.3.6), (2.3.8) and (2.3.10). • 



Theorem 2.3.3 Let f be entire and g be transcendental entire satisfying the 
following conditions 

Then 

( i)pJ09 = 0 and A; < oo 

( · ·)O * , L <* L 
,1/t < /\jog - Pjog < 00 

d ( · · ")0 * , L <* L an 1/l/t < /\! _: PJ < oo. 

* >..y* )..~ < * AJ09 <lim inf 1og[
2
] M(r, fog) < * AJog 

A*pJ - A*pJ - r->oo log[2l 1\f(rA, f) - A* >..y 
[2] ( f ) L * L* L 

< 1
. log M r, og < PJog < PJ P9 
1m sup [2] L A L · 

- r->oo log M(rA
1 
f) -A*)..! - *)..! 

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.2.11 and the second part of Lemma 2.2.9, The
orem 2.3.3 follows from Theorem 2.3.2. • 

Theorem 2.3.4 Let f be meromorphic and g be entire such that PJog = 0. 

Also let 0 < * AJ09 < * PJog < oo and 0 < * PJ < oo. Then for any positive 
number A, 

1 
.. f1ogT(r,fog) *pJog 

1
. logT(r,fog) 

1m1n < -- < 1msup . 
r->oo logT(rA, f) - A*py - r->oo logT(rA, f) 

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.2.6, PJog = 0 implies that PJ = O.From the 
definition of L-arder we get for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

logT(rA, f)> A(*pJ- c) 1og[2l[rL(r)]. (2.3.11) 

Now from (2.3.9) and (2.3.11) it follows for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

L logT(r,fog) *pfog+c 
--'-----'A__:_..:.- < L . 
log T(r , f) - A(*p1 -c) 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain, 

1 
.. flogT(r,fog) *pJ09 Imln < . 
r->oo logT(rA, f) - A*pJ 

(2.3.12) 



Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

logT(r,fog) > (*pJog- c-)logl2l[rL(r)]. (2.3.13) 

So combining (2.3.2) and (2.3.13) we get for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

logT(r, fog) *pJog- c _ ___;___;___;_ > L . 
logT(rA, f) - A(*pf +c-) 

Since c-(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that 

I
. logT(r,fog) > *PJog 
1msup ( A ) L' 

r--->oo log T T 'r - A* Pf 
(2.3.14) 

Thus the theorem follows from (2.3.12) and (2.3.14). • 

Theorem 2.3.5 Iff be an entire function and g be a transcendental entire 
function satisfying 

(i)PJog = 0 and A; < oo, 

( · ")0 * ,L <* L 1/l < /\fog - P fog < 00 

and ( iii)O <* pJ < oo, then 

1
. logl2l M(r, fog) >* ,L 
1m sup [2] /\g 

r--->oo log M ( r, f) -

d l
. . f logl2l M(r, fog) * L 

an 1m1n < p . 
r->oo logl2l lvf (r, f) - g 

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.2.9 we obtain from Theorem 2.3.4 for A= 1, 

l
. logl2l M(r, fog) * PJ* A~ * ,L 
1msup > = /\ 

r--->oo log[2] M ( r, f) - * PJ g 

l [2] M ( f ) * L* L 
d 1. . f og r, og < P f Pg * L an 1m1n . = p . 

r--->oo logl2l M(r. j) - *PJ g 

Thus the theorem follows from the above two inequalities. The following 
theorem is a natural consequence of Theorem 2.3.2 and Theorem 2.3.4. • 



Theorem 2.3.6 Let f be meromorphic and g be entire such that PJog 
O.Also let 

0 < *)...Jog < * PJ og < 00 

and 0 <* >..j <* PJ < oo. 

Then for any positive number A, 

l 
.. flogT(r,fog) < . {*)..Jog *PJog} 
1m1n mm , L 
r-+oo log T(rA, f) - A* .-\y A*p1 

< max {*A Jog * PJog} 
- A*.-\L' A*pL 

f f 

1
. logT(r,fog) 

< lffiSUp ( A ) . 
- r-.cxJ logT r , f 

The proof is omitted. 

------X-----
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3 

ON THE GROWTH OF COJ\IIPOSITION 
OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO lVIINIMUM MODULUS 

3.1 Introduction, Definitions and Notations. 

We denote by C the set of all finite complex numbers. Let f be a 
meromorphic function and g be an entire function defined on C. In the sequel 
we use the following notation: 

log[k] x = log(log[k-l] x) fork= 1, 2, 3, ... and log[OJ x = x. 

The following definition is well known. 

Definition 3.1.1 The order P! and lower order AJ of a meromorphic func
tion f are defined as 

l
. log T(r, f) 

P! = lillSUp l 
r~oo ogr 

d 
, _

1
. . f logT(r, f) 

an 1\ f - 1m 1n 
1 

. 
· r->oo og r 

If f is entire then 

. log[2] M(r, f) 
P! = hmsup 

1 r->oo og r 
d 

, 
1
. . f log[2

] M(r, f) 
an 1\ f = 1m In 

1 
. 

r-oo ogr 

The results of this chapter have been published in International Journal of Contemporary Mathe
matical Sciences, see [20]. 



Juneja, Kapoor and Bajpai {38} defined the (p, q)th order and (p, q)th lower 
order of an entire function f respectively as follows: 

loglP+l] M(r f) loglP+l] M(r f) 
p1(p, q) =lim sup [ 

1 
' and AJ(P, q) = liminf [ l ' 

r-+00 log q r r-+oo log q r 

When f is meromorphic, one can easily verify that 

. loglPl T(r, f) . . loglPl T(r, f) 
PJ(p,q) = hmsup [ J and AJ(p,q) = hm1nf [ J , 

T-+00 log q T T-+OO log q r 

where p, q are positive integers and p > q.In this chapter we intend to es
tablish some results relating to the growth properties of composite entire and 
meromorphic functions on the basis of (p, q) th order and minimum modulus 
of integral (entire} functions improving some previous results where p, q are 
positive integers and p > q. 

3.2 Lemmas. 

In this section we present some lemmas which will be needed in the 
sequel. 

Lemma 3.2.1 {14} Iff and g are two entire functions, then for all suffi
ciently large values of r 

1 r 
M(8M(2, g)- lg(O)I, f) < M(r, fog) < M(M(r, g), f). 

Lemma 3.2.2 {62} Let f be entire and g be a transcendental entire function 
of finite lower order. Then for any <5 > 0, 

M(r 1+8
, fog) > Jvf(M(r, g), f) (r > ro). 

Lemma 3.2.3 {[2}, {36}}. Let f(z) be an entire function such that 

. log M(r, f) 1 
hmsup ( r <c<-. 

r-+oo log r ~ 4e 

If 0 < 4ec < <5 < 1 then outside a set of upper logarithmic density at most ~' 

m(r, f) 1 - 2.27 
M(r, f) > k(<S, c) = 1 + 

2
.27 where 7 = exp{ -8/(4ec)}. 



If in particular c = 0 then 

m(r, f) 
----+1 asr-+oo 
M(r,f) 

on a set of logarithmic density 1, where 

m(r, f) = inf lf(z)l, the minimum modulus of f. 
lzl=r 

3.3 Theorems. 

In this section we present the main results of the chapter. 

34 

Theorem 3.3.1 Let f be entire and g be transcendental entire with >..9 < oo. 

Then 
PJ(P, m) A.9 (m, q) < Pto9 (p, q) < PJ(P, m)p9 (m, q), 

where p, q, m, n are positive integers such that p > m > q. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.2.2 

. logfFl M(r1+8, fog) 
Pto9(p,q)=hmsup [] _ 

r->oo log q r 1+l 

>l
. logfFlM(M(r,g),f) 

1 
.. flogfmlM(r,g) 

1msup . 1m1n 
- r--.oo logfm] }vf ( r, g) r->oo logfq] r 

= Pt(P, m).>..9 (m, q). 

Again by Lemma 3.2.1, 

. logfFl M(r, fog) 
Pto9 (p, q) = hm sup [ J 

r->oo log q r 

< l
. logfFl M(M(r, g), f) 

1
. logfm] M(r, g) 

Imsup [ . ImSUp 
- r->cx! log m] Af(r, g) r->oo log[q] r 

= Pt(P, m)p9 (m, q). 

From the above two inequalities we get that 

PJ(P, m)>..9 (m, q) < Pto9 (p, q) < PJ(P, m)p9 (m, q). 

This proves the theorem. • 
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Corollary 3.3.1 Under the same conditions of Theorem 3.3.1, 

Pfog(p, q) > AJ(p. m)pg(m, q). 

Proof. By Lemma 3.2.2j 

. log[pl M(r 1+5, fog) 
Pfog(p, q) = hmsup [ 1 0 r----too log q rl+ 

. . f log[p1 M(M(r, g), f) 
1
. log[m1 M(r, g) > hm 1n . 1m sup ---:-:-'-----'-

- r----toc log[m] M(r, g) r----too log[q1 r 

= AJ(P, m).pg(m, q). 

Thus the corollary is established. • 

Theorem 3.3.2 Iff is an entire function and g be transcendental entire with 

Ag(m, q) < oo. Then 

where p, q, m, n are positive integers such that p > q > m. 

Proof. By Lemma 3.2.2 

.. log[plAf(r1+5,fog) 
).. fog (p, q) = hm 1nf [ 

1 
_ 

r----t(X) log q rl+o 

> 1
. . f log[p1 Af(M(r, g), f) 

1
. . f log[m] Af(r, g) 

lffilll . lffilll 
- r----too log[m1 Af(r, g) r----too log[q1 r 

= AJ(P, m)Ag(m, q). 

This proves the theorem. • 

Remark 3.3.1 Under the same hypothesis respectively stated in Theorem 
3. 3.1, Corollary 3. 3.1 and Theorem 3. 3. 2 the conclusions of the theorems 
can also be drawn by using Lemma 3.2.3 on a set of logarithmic density 1. 

Remark 3.3.2 The second part of Theorem 3.3.1 is also valid under the 
same conditions for meromorphic f and entire g. 



Theorem 3.3.3 Let f be meromorphic and g be entire such that 

0 < AJog(p, q) < PJog(p, q) < oo and 0 < A.9 (m, q) < p9 (m, q) < oo. Then 

AJog(p, q) <lim inf loglPl T(r, fog) < AJ09 (p, q) 
p

9
(m,q) - r~oo loglmlT(rA,g(k))- )..9 (m,q) 

< l
. loglPl T(r, fog) < PJog(p, q) 
1m sup 

- r--+oo logimlT(rA,g(k))- A9 (m,q) 

where p, q, m are positive integers such that p > q > m and k = 0, 1, 2, ...... 

Proof. From the definition of (p, q)th order and (p, q)th lower order we have 
for arbitrary positive E and for all large values of r, 

loglPl T(r, fog) > (AJ09 (p, q)- s) log[q] r. 

and logimJ T(rA, g(k)) < (p
9
(m, q) + s) log[q] r. 

Now from (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) it follows for all large values of r, 

loglPl T(r, fog) AJog(p, q) - E 

loglml T(rA, g(k)) > (p9 (m, q) + s)' 

Ass(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

1 
.. f loglPlT(r,fog) AJog(p,q) 
lmln > . 
r~oo loglm] T(rA, g(k)) - p9 (m, q) 

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

loglPl T(r, fog) < (AJog(p, q) +c) log[q] r 

and for all large values of r, 

loglmJ T(rA,g(k)) > (A.
9

(m, q)- s) loglqJ r. 

(3.3.1) 

(3.3.2) 

(3.3.3) 

(3.3.4) 

(3.3.5) 

So combining (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) we get for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

loglPl T(r, fog) < AJog(p, q) + E 

log[m] T(rA, g(k)) - (A.9 (m, q) - s)" 



Since c(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that 

l 
.. f loglPlT(r,fog) < AJo9 (p,q) 
lmln . 
r-+oo log[m] T(rA, g(k)) - )..9 (m, q) 

(3.3.6) 

Also for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

loglml T(rA, g(k)) < (>.
9
(m, q) +c) log[q] r. (3.3.7) 

Now from (3.3.1) and (3.3.7) we obtain for a sequence of values of r tending 

to infinity, 
loglPl T(r, fog) AJog(p, q) - E 

log[m] T(rA, g(k)) > (>..9 (m, q) +c)" 

Choosing c --+ 0 we get that 

1
. loglPl T(r, fog) > AJo9 (p, q) 
1msup [ ] . 

r-+oo logm T(rA,g(k))- A9 (m,q) 

Also for all large values of r, 

loglPl T(r, fog) < (PJog(p, q) +c) log[q] r. 

So from (3.3.5) and (3.3.9) it follows for all large values of r, 

loglPl T(r, fog) < PJog(p, q) + c 

loglml T(rA,g(k)) - A(>.9 (m, q)- c) 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that 

1
. loglPl T(r, fog) < Pto9 (p, q) 
1msup . 

r-+oo log[m] T(rA, g(k)) - A>.9 (m, q) 

(3.3.8) 

(3.3.9) 

(3.3.10) 

Thus the theorem follows from (3.3.3), (3.3.6), (3.3.8) and (3.3.10). • 

Theorem 3.3.4 Let f be meromorphic and g be entire such that 

0 < AJo9 (p, q) < Pto9 (p, q) < oo and 0 < p9 (m, q) < oo. Then 

1 
.. f loglPlr(r,fog) < PJo9 (p,q) < 

1
. loglPlT(r,fog) 

1m1n [ 1msup 
r-+oo log m] T(r, g(k)) - Pg(m, q) - r-+oo loglm] T(r, g(k)) 

where p, q, m are positive integers such that p > q > m and k = 0, 1, 2, ... 
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Proof. From the definition of (p, q)th order we get for a sequence of values 
of r tending to infinity, 

log[m] T(rA, g(k)) > (p
9
(m, q)- c) log[q] r. (3.3.11) 

Now from (3.3.9) and (3.3.11) it follows for a sequence of values of r tending 

to infinity, 
logfpl T(r, fog) < Pto9 (p, q) + c 

log[m] T(rA, g(k)) - A(p9 (m, q) -c)" 
As c(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that 

l
. . f logfFl T(r, fog) < Pto9 (p, q) 
lmln . 
r-+oo log[m] T(rA, g(k)) - Ap9 (m, q) 

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

logfFl T(r, fog) > (PJo9 (p, q) -c) log[q] r. 

(3.3.12) 

(3.3.13) 

So combining (3.3.2) and (3.3.13) we get for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

logfpl T(r, fog) > Pto9 (p, q) - c 
log[m]T(rA,g(k))- A(p9 (m,q)+c)" 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that 

l
. logfpl T(r, fog) Pto9 (p, q) 
1msup > . 

r-+oo log[m] T(rA, g(k)) - Ap9 (m, q) 

Thus the theorem follows from (3.3.12) and (3.3.14). • 

(3.3.14) 

In view of Theorem 3.3.1, Theorem 3.3.2 and Theorem 3.3.3 we may state 
the following theorem without proof. 

Theorem 3.3.5 Let f be meromorphic and g be entire such that 

0 < AJog(p, q) < PJog(p, q) < oo and 0 < A9 (m, q) < p9 (m, q) < oo. 

Then for any positive number A, 

AJ(P, m)>..9 (m, q) < AJo9 (p, q) <lim inf logfFl T(r, fog) 
Ap9 (m, q) - Ap9 (m, q) - r-+oo log[m] T(rA, g(k)) 

< 
AJa9 (p, q) < 

1
. logfpl T(r, fog) 
Im sup --:---:-----'-~'--

- A>..g(m,q)- r-+oo log[m]T(rA,g(k)) 

< PJog(p, q) < Pt(P, m)p9 (m, q) 
- A>..9 (m, q) - A.X9 (m, q) ' 



. ':: 

where p, q, m are positive integers such that p > q > m and k = 0, 1, 2, ... 

The following theorem is a natural consequence of Theorem 3.3.3 and 
Theorem 3.3.4. 

Theorem 3.3.6 Let f be meromorphic and g be entire such that 

0 < Afog(p, q) < Pfog(p, q) < oo and 0 < :>..9 (m, q) < p9 (m, q) < oo. 

Then for any positive number A, 

l
. . f loglPl T(r, fog) < . { Afog(p, q) PJog(p, q) } 
1m1n [ l mm , 
r~oo log m T(rA, g(k)) - A:>..9(m, q) Ap9(m, q) 

< { Afog(p, q) PJog(p, q) } 
-max A:>..

9
(m, q)' Ap

9
(m, q) 

l
. loglPl T(r, fog) 

< lffiSUp , 
- r-.oo log[mlT(rA,g(k)) 

where p, q, m are positive integers such that p > q > m and k = 0, 1, 2, ... The 
proof is omitted. 

-----X,_----
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RELATIVE L-ORDER AND RELATED 
COMPARATIVE GROWTH PROPERTIES 
OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS ON THE BASIS 

OF THEIR MINIMUM MODULUS 

4.1 Introduction, Definitions and Notations. 

Let f and g be two entire functions and 

F(r) = max{lf(z)l: z = r},G(r) = max{lg(z)l: lzl = r}. 

Iff is non-constant then F(r) is strictly increasing and continuous and its 
Inverse 

p-l: (lf(O)I, oo) ·~ (0, oo) 

exists and is such that 
lim p-1(s) = oo. 

S-400 

The results of this chapter have been published in International Mathematical Forum, see [21]. 
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Bernal[3] introduced the definition of relative order of f with respect to g, 

denoted by pg(f) as follows: 

logG-1F(r) 
pg(f) = inf{M > 0: F(r) < G(rllo) for all r > ro(J-l) > 0} =lim sup 

1 
. 

r->oo ogr 

The definition coincides with the classical one[65] if 

g(z)= expz. 

Similarly one can define the relative lower order of f with respect to g denoted 
by Ag(f) as follows: 

, (f) 1. . flog c- 1 F(r) 
A = lffiln . 

g T->oo log r 

Somasundaram and Thamizharasi [63] introduced the notions of L-arder, L
lower order and L-type for entire functions where L = L(r) is a positive 
continuous function increasing slowly i.e. 

L(ar) t"V L(r) as r--+ oo 

for every constant 'a'. Their definitions are as follows: 

Definition 4.1.1 {63} The L-order PJ and the L-lower order >-.y of an entire 
function f are defined as follows: 

L . log[2
J M(r, f) L . . log[2

J M(r, f) 
p1 = hmsup 1 [ L( )] and >-.1 = hm1nf 1 [ L( )] 

r---+oo og r r r---+oo og r r 

Definition 4.1.2 {63} The L-type uf of an entire function f with L-order 
rf; is defined as . 

L . log M(r, f) L 
u1 = hmsup L , 0 < p1 < oo. 

r->oo [r L( r) )Pt 

Similarly one can define the L-hyper order and L-hyper lower order of entire 
functions. So with the help of the above notion one can easily define the 
relative L-order and relative L-lower order of entire functions. 

Definition 4.1.3 The relative L-order p~(f) and the relative L-lower order 
>-.~(f) of an entire function f with respect to another entire function g are 
defined as 

L _ . logG- 1F(r) L _ . . logG-1F(r) 
Pg (f) - hmsup 1 [ L( )] and )..g (f)- hm1nf 1 [ L( )] . 

r->oo og r r r->oo og r r 
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Definition 4.1.4 The relative L-hyper order p;(f) and the relative L-hyper 

lower order)..~ (f) of an entire function f with respect to another entire func
tion g are defined as 

-L . logf2l c-1 F(r) -L . . logf21 c-1 F(r) 
p9 (f) = hmsup 1 [ L( )] and )..9 (f)= hm1nf 1 [ L( )] . r->oo og r r r->oo og r r 

In this chapter we establish some results on the growth properties of entire 
functions on the basis of relative L-arder and relative L-lower order where 
L = L( r) is a slowly changing function. In the sequel we use the following 
notations: 

logfk] x = log(logfk-1
] x) fork= 1, 2, 3, ...... and logfOJ x = x. 

The more generalised concept of L-order and L-type of entire and meromor
phic functions are respectively L *-order and L *-type. Their definitions are as 
follows: 

Definition 4.1.5 The L* -order, L* -lower order and L* -type of a meromor
phic function f are defined by 

L* r log T(r, f) r . flog T(r, f) 
p f = 1~8!P log[reL(r)] = 1~~ log[reL(r)] 

d L* 
1
. T(r, f) L* 

an (}! = 1msup L* ,0 < p1 < oo. 
r->oo [reL(r)]Pt 

When f is entire, one can easily verify that 

L* r logf2
] M(r, f) )..L* r . f logf2

] M(r, f) 
PJ = ~~~p log[reL(r)] ' f = 1~~ log[reL(r)] 

L* . log M(r, f) L* 
and(}! = hmsup L* , 0 < PJ < oo. 

r->oo [reLrJPt 

Definition 4.1.6 The relative L* -order pL* (f) and the relative L* -lower or-
* g 

der )..; (f) of an entire function f with respect to another entire function g 
are defined as 



Definition 4.1.7 The relative L* -hyper order pf (j) and the relative L'

hyper lower order A.~* (f) of an entire function f with respect to another entire 

function g are defined as 

-L* . logl2l c- 1F(r) -L* . . log[2l c-1F(r) 
Pg (f)= hmsup 

1 
[ L( )] and A.g (f)= hm1nf 1 [ L(r)] . 

r-+oo og re r r-+oo og re 

In order to develop our results we shall need various kinds of measures and 
densities for sets of points on the positive axis. Let E be such a set and let 
E[a, b] denote the part of E for which a < r < b. The linear and logarithmic 
measures of E are defined to be 

m(E) = J dr and lm(E) = J dr respectively. 
E E(l,oo) r 

These may be finite or infinite. We also define the lower and upper densities 

of E by 

dens E(upper) = lim sup m(E(O, r)) 
r--->CX) r 

and dens E(lower) = liminf m(E(O, r)) 
r->00 r 

and also the upper and lower logarithmic densities of E by 

. lim ( E ( 1, r)) 
log densE(upper) = hmsup 

1 r-+oo og r 
. . lim ( E ( 1, r)) 

and log densE(lower) = hm1nf . 
· r-~oo log r 

Also let f(r) = m('r, f)= inf lf(z)l 
izl=r 

which is known as the minimum modulus of an entire function f. In this 
chapter we also estimate some growth properties of composite entire functions 
in terms of their minimum modulus. In fact all the definitions in the chapter 
can also be stated in terms of minimum modulus on a set of logarithmic 
density 1. 
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4.2 Lemma. 

In this section we present a lemma which will be needed in the sequel. 

Lemma 4.2.1 {[2}, {36}}. Let f(z) be an entire function such that 

. log M(r, f) 1 
hm sup (l )2 < c < -4 . 

r-+oo ogr e 

If 0 < 4ec < 8 < 1 then outside a set of upper logarithmic density at most 8, 

:t'~ > k(8,c) = l-
2
·
27 

where T = exp{- 8/(4ec)}. 
r, 1 + 2.2T 

If in particular c = 0 then 

m(r, f) 
M(r,f) ---*1 asr---*OO 

on a set of logarithmic density 1. 

4.3 Theorems. 

In this section we present the main results of the chapter. In the 
following theorems we see the application of relative L-arder and relative 
L-lower order in the growth properties of entire functions. 

Theorem 4.3.1 Let f, g and h be three entire functions such that 

A~(f) < 
1
. . flog G-1 F(r) < A~(f) < 

1
. log c-1 F(r) < p~(f) 

1m1n 1msup . 
Pt(h) - r-+oo logG-1H(r)- At(h) - r-+oo logG-1H(r) - At(h) 

Proof. From the definition of relative L-arder and relative L-lower order we 
have for arbitrary positive c and for all large values of r, 

logG-1F(r) > (A;(J)- c) log[rL(r)] 

and log c-1 H(r) < (p;(h) +c) log[r L(r)]. 

(4.3.1) 

(4.3.2) 
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Now from (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) it follows for all large values ofT, 

log c-1 F(r) >.~(f) - c 
logG-1H(r) > p~(h) +c:· 

As c:(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

1
. . flogG- 1F(r) > >.~(!) 
lmln . 
r-+oo logG-1H(r) - p~(h) 

(4.3.3) 

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

logG-1F(r) <(>.~(.f) +c:)log[rL(r)] ( 4.3.4) 

and for all large values of r~ 

log c- 1 H(r) > (>.~(h)- c:) log r. (4.3.5) 

So combining (4.3.4) and (4.3.5) we get for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

logG-1F(r) >.~(f)+c: 
----'-- < L . 
logG-1H(r) - >.g(h)- c 

Since c:(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that 

. . log c-1 F(r) >.~(f) 
h~~flogG·-1H(r) <>.~(h)" (4.3.6) 

Also for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

logG-1H(r) <(>.~(h)+ c:) log[rL(r)]. (4.3.7) 

Now from (4.3.1) and (4.3.7) we obtain for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

logG-1F(r) )..~(f)-c: 
logG-1H(r) ~)..~(h) +c:· 

Choosing c---+ 0 we get that 

1
. logG-1F(r) >.~(!) 
1m sup G 1 ( ) > L ( ) . 

r-+oo log - H r. Ag h 
(4.3.8) 



Also for all large values of r, 

log c-l F(r) < (p;(J) +E) log[rL(r)]. ( 4.3.9) 

So from ( 4.3.5) and ( 4.3.9) it follows for all large values of r, 

logG-1F(r) p~(f) + E 

log G-1 H(r) < >..~(h) - E · 

As E( > 0) is arbitrary we obtain that 

. log c-1 F(r) < p~(f) 
h~~plogG-1H(r) ->..~(h)" (4.3.10) 

Thus the theorem follows from (4.3.3), (4.3.6), (4.3.8) and (4.3.10). • 

Remark 4.3.1 Under the same conditions stated in Theorem 4.3.1, the con
clusion of the theorem can also be drawn by using Lemma 4.2.1 in terms of 
f(r),g(r) and h(r) instead of F(r),G(r) and H(r) on a set of logarithmic 
density 1. 

Theorem 4.3.2 Let f, g, h be three entire functions with 

0 < >..;(!) < p;(J) < oo and 0 < p;(h) < oo. Then 

.. logG-1F(r) p~(f) . logG-1F(r) 
h~~flogG-1H(r) < p~(h) < l~~!uplogG- 1 H(r)" 

Proof. From the definition of relative £-order we get for a sequence of values 
of r tending to infinity, 

logG-1H(r) > (p;(h)- E)log[rL(r)]. (4.3.11) 

Now from (4.3.9) and (4.3.11) it follows for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

log G-1 F(r) p~(f) + E -----'---'- < ~--
logG-1H(r) - p~(h)- E. 

As E(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that 

l 
.. flogG-- 1F(r) p~(f) 
lffiln < . 
r~oo logG-1H(r) - p~(h) 

(4.3.12) 
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Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

(4.3.13) 

So combining ( 4.3.2) and ( 4.3.13) we get for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

log c-1 F(r) > p;(f)- c. 

log G-1 H(r) - p~(h) + c 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that 

. logG-1F(r) p;(f) 
hm supl Q-1H( ) > L(h). 
T~oo og r p9 

Thus the theorem follows from (4.3.12) and (4.3.14). • 

(4.3.14) 

Remark 4.3.2 Under the same conditions stated in Theorem 4.3.2, the con
clusion of the theorem can also be deduced in view of Lemma 4.2.1 in terms 
of f(r), g(r) and h(r) instead of F(r), G(r) and H(r) on a set of logarithmic 
density 1. The following theorem is a natural consequence of Theorem 4.3.1 
and Theorem 4.3.2. 

Theorem 4.3.3 Let f, g and h be three entire functions with 

0 <>-.;(f) < p;(f) < oo and 0 < >-.;(h) < p;(h) < oo. Then 

. logG-1F(r) 
hm sup1 0 _1 H( ) . 

r---+oo og r 

The proof is omitted. 

Remark 4.3.3 Under the same conditions stated in Theorem 4.3.3, the con
clusion of the theorem can also be drawn in view of Lemma 4.2.1 in terms 
of f(r),g(r) and h(r) instead of F(r), G(r) and H(r) on a set of logarithmic 
density 1. In the line of Theorem 4.3.1, Theorem 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.3.3 
we may now prove similar results for relative hyper order and relative hyper 
lower order. 
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Theorem 4.3.4 Let J, g and h be three entire functions such that 

0 < ;\~(!) < p;(J) < oo and 0 <;\~(h)< p;(h) < oo. Then 

Theorem 4.3.5 Let f, g and h be three entire functions with 

0 < ;\~(!) < p~(f) < oo and 0 < p~(h) < oo. Then 

. . log[2J c-1 F(r) pL(f) . log[2] c-1 F(r) 
hm1nf < 9 < hmsup [2] • 

r--too log[2lG-1H(r)- p~(h)- r--too log G-1H(r) 

The following theorem is a natural consequence of Theorem 4.3.4 and Theo
rem 4.3.5. 

Theorem 4.3.6 Let f, g and h be three entire functions with 

0 < ;\~(!) < p~(f) < oo and 0 <;\~(h)< oo. Then 

l 
.. flog[2lG-1F(r) < . {~~(!) p~(f)} 
liD In [ J min L , 
r--too log 2 G-1 H(r) - ;\

9 
(h) P~(h) 

-L L 
< {;\9 (!) P9 (f)} 

max L , L 
- ;\

9
(h) P9 (h) 

. log[2l c-1 F(r) 
< hmsup 

2 
. 

r--•oo log[ l G-1 H ( r) 

Remark 4.3.4 Under the same conditions respectively stated in Theorem 
4.3.4, Theorem 4.3.5 and Theorem 4.3.6 the conclusions of the theorems can 
also be drawn with the help of Lemma 4.2.1 in terms of f(r),g(r) and h(r) 
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instead of F(r), G(r) and H(r) on a set of logarithmic density 1. In the fol
lowing theorems we see some comparative growth properties of entire functions 
on the basis of relative L* -order and relative L* -lower order where L- L(r) 
is a slowly changing function. 

• 
Theorem 4.3. 7 Let j, g and h be three entire functions such that 0 < >.~ (f) < 
pf (.f) < oo and 0 < >.f (h) < pf (h) < oo. Then 

* L* 
>.~(f) < 

1
. . flogG- 1F(r) A9 (f) 
Im Ill < -"--:::-.-pf (h) - r-.oo log Q-1H(r) - ).~ (h) 

< . log c-I F(r) ~·(f) 
1~~!uplogG-1H(r) < >.f(h)' 

Proof. From the definition of relative L *-order and relative L *-lower order 
we have for arbitrary positive c and for all large values of r, 

logG-1F(T) >(>.~·(f)- c-) log[reL(r)] 

and logG-1H(r) < (pf (h) +c)log[reL(r)]. 

Now from (4.3.15) and (4.3.16) it follows for all large values of r, 

c-1 F(T) >,f (f) - c 
G-1 H(r) > -pf (h)+ c. 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

1
. . f c-1 F(T) >.f (f) 
Im In G 1 ( ) > . . 
T-+00 - H T - p~ (h) 

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

logG-1 F(r) <(>..~·(f)+ c) log[reL(r)] 

and for all large values ofT, 

logG-1H(T) > (>.f (h)- c)log[reL(r)]. 

(4.3.15) 

(4.3.16) 

( 4.3.17) 

(4.3.18) 

(4.3.19) 

So combining (4.3.18) and (4.3.19) we get for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

logG-1F(T) >.f (f)+ c 
log G-1 H(r) < >.f (h)- c · 



Since s(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that 

(4.3.20) 

Also for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

logG-1H(r) < p,f (h) +c:)log[reL(r)]. (4.3.21) 

Now from ( 4.3.15) and ( 4.3.21) we obtain for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

log c-1 F(r) >.f (f) - E 

logG-1H(r) > >.f(h) + s· 

Choosing s -+ 0 we get that 

. log c-- 1 F(r) > >.f (f) 
hmsupl Q-1H( ) - L* ( )" r->oo og r )..g h 

(4.3.22) 

Also for all large values of r, 

log c-1 F(r) < (pf (f)+ s) log[reL(r)]. ( 4.3.23) 

So from (4.3.19) and (4.3.23) it follows for all large values of r, 

* 
log c-1 F(r) p~ (f)+ s 

) < * . 
log G-1 H(r - )..~ (h) - s 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

1
. logG-1F(r) pf (f) 
1m sup G 1 ( ) < * . 
r->oo log - H r - )..~ (h) 

( 4.3.24) 

Thus the theorem follows from (4.3.17), (4.3.20), (4.3.22) and (4.3.24). • 

Theorem 4.3.8 Let f, g and h be three entire functions with 

• * * 
0 < >-.; (f) < p; (f) < oo and 0 < p; (h) < oo. Then 
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. . log c-1 F(r) < pf (f) < . log G 1 F(r) 
hminf logG-1H(r)- pf(h)- 1~~!uplogG--- 1 H(r)" 

Proof. From the definition of relative L *-order we get for a sequence of 
values of r tending to infinity, 

(4.3.25) 

Now from (4.3.9) and (4.3.11) it follows for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

logG-1F(r) _ pf (f)+ E 
---=----:----~ <. * • 
log G-1 H(r) -- p~ (h) - c 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that 

. . log G- 1 F(r) < pf (f) 
hm1nf1 c-1H( ) _ L*( ) . 
r-->-oc; og T p g h 

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

(4.3.26) 

(4.3.27) 

So combining ( 4.3.16) and ( 4.3.27) we get for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

log c- 1 F(r) pf (f) - c ___ .....;__;__ > * . 
log Q-1H(r) ·- p~ (h)+ c 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that 

I
. log c-1 F(r) pf (f) 
1m sup 1 ( ) > * . 
r-.= logG- H,r -~(h) 

( 4.3.28) 

Thus the theorem follows from (4.3.26) and (4.3.28). The following theorem 
is a natural consequence of Theorem 4.3. 7 and Theorem 4.3.8. • 

Theorem 4.3.9 Let f, g and h be three entire functions with 

0 < >.f (f) < pf (f) < oo and 0 < >.f (h) < pf (h) < oo. Then 
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Remark 4.3.5 Under the same conditions respectively stated in Theorem 
4.3. 7, Theorem 4.3.8 and Theorem 4.3.9 the conclusions of the theorems can 
also be deduced by using Lemma 4.2.1 in terms of f(r), g(r) and h(r) instead 
of F(r), G(r) and H(r) on a set of logarithmic density 1. We may prove 
similar results for relative L *-hyper order and relative L *-hyper lower order. 

Theorem 4.3.10 Let f, g and h be three entire functions such that 

-L* * -L* * 
0 < A9 (f) < p; (f) < oo and 0 < A

9 
(h) < p; (h) < oo. Then 

"X~· (f) < 
1
. . f logf2l G-1 F(r) < "X~· (f) 

L* liD Ill [2] * 
(59 (h) - r->oo log G-1H(r) - A~ (h) 

. logf2
1 c- 1 F(r) PL* (f) 

< hm sup < ----=
9
'--:-.-

r-+oo logf2l Q-1 H ( r) A~ (h) 

Theorem 4.3.11 Let f, g and h be three entire functions with 

-~ * * 
0 < A9 (f) < p; (f) < oo and 0 < p; (h) < oo. Then 

. . logf2] c-l F(r) PL* (f) . logf2l c-1 F(r) 
hm1nf < 9 

* < hmsup . 
r->oo logf2l G-1H(r) p; (h) - r->oo logf2l Q-1H(r) 

The following theorem is a natural consequence of Theorem 4.3.10 and The
orem 4.3.11. 



Theorem 4.3.12 Let J, g and h be three entire functions with 

-L* * -L* 
0 < )..g (f) < 75; (.f) < oo and 0 < )..g (h) < oo. Then 

Remark 4.3.6 Under the same hypothesis respectively stated in Theorem 
4.3.10, Theorem 4.3.11 and Theorem 4.3.12 the conclusions of the theorems 
can also be drawn by using Lemma 4.2.1 in terms of f(r),g(r) and h(r) in
stead of F(r), G(r) and H(r) on a set of logarithmic density 1. 

----··-X-- -- --
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5 ----------------~ 

RELATIVE (p, q)TH ORDER AND 
RELATED GROWTH ESTIMATES OF 

ENTIRE FUNCTIONS ON THE BASIS OF 
THEIR MINIMUM MODULUS 

5.1 Introduction, Definitions and Notations. 

Let f and g be two entire functions and 

F(r) =max { lf(z)i: izl = r }, G(r) =max { lg(z)i: izl = r }. 

If f is non-constant then F(r) is strictly increasing and continuous and its 
Inverse 

F-1
: ( lf(O)I, oo) --+ (0, oo) 

exists and is such that 

Bernal [3] introduced the definition of relative order off with respect to g, 
denoted by p9(f) as follows: 

p9 (f) = inf {p, > 0: F(r) < G(r11 ) for all r > r0 (p,) > 0} 

The results of this chapter have been published in International Journal of Mathematical Analysis, 
see [22]. 
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. logG-1F(r) 
=hmsup . 

r--.. cx:; log r 

The definition coincides with the classical one (65] if 

g(z) = exp z 

Similarly one can define the relative lower order off with respect to g denoted 
by Ag(f) as follows: 

).. (f) =lim inf log c-1 F(r). 
g r-+cx:; log r 

Juneja, Kapoor and Bajpai [38] defined the (p, q)th order and (p, q)th lower 
order of an entire function f respectively as follows: 

. loglP+1l M(r, f) . . loglP+1] M(r, f) 
P.r(P, q) =hmsup [ 

11 
and AJ(P, q) =hm1nf [ +1] 

T-+00 log q+ r r-+OO log q r 

where p, q are positive integers and p > q. So with the help of the above 
notion one can easily define the relative (p, q)th order and relative (p, q)th 
lower order of entire functions. 

Definition 5.1.1 The relative (p, q)th order Pt(p, q) and the relative (p, q)th 
lower order At (p, q) of an entire function f with respect to another entire 
function g are defined as 

1 _ . loglPl c-1 F(r) f _ . . loglPl c-1 F(r) 
Pg(P, q) -hmsup [ l and Ag(P, q) -hm1nf [ l , 

r-+oo log q r r-+oo log q r 

where p, q are positive integers and p > q.ln the chapter we establish some 
results on the comparative growth properties of entire functions on the basis of 
relative (p, q)th order and relative (p, q)th lower order where p, q are positive 
integers with p > q. In the sequel we use the following notations: 

loglk] x =log ( loglk-1] x) fork := 1, 2, 3, ...... andlogl0l x = x. 

In order to develop our results we shall need various kinds of measures and 
densities for sets of points on the positive axis. Let E be such a set and let 
E[a, b] denote the part of E for which a < r < b. The linear and logarithmic 
measures of E are defined to be 

dr 
m(E) = J dr and lm(E) = J - respectively. 

E E(1.oo) r 



These may be finite or infinite. We also define the lower and upper densities 
of E by 

. r,n(~(O,r)) 
dens E(upper) = hmsup-'---'"---

r·---+oo r 
. . r,n(~(O,r)) 

and dens ~(lower) =hmlnf----
r---+oo r 

and also the upper and lower logarithmic densities of E by 

( ) 
. lim (~(1, r)) 

log densE upper = hm sup 
1 r->oo og r 

. lim ( E ( 1, r)) 
and log densE(lower) = lim 1nf 

1 
. 

r--->oo og r 

Also let f(r) = rn(r, f)= inf lf(z)l 
/z/=r 

which is known as the minimum modulus of an entire function f. In this 
chapter we also estimate some comparative growth properties of composite 
entire functions in terms of their minimum modulus. In fact all the definitions 
in this chapter can also be stated in terms of minimum modulus on a set of 
logarithmic density 1. 

5.2 Lemma 

In this section we present a lemma which will be needed in the sequel. 

Lemma 5.2.1 {[2], {36}}. Let f(z) be an entire function such that 

. log M(r) f) 1 
hmsup (l )'> < c <-. 

r--->oo ogr ~ 4e 

If 0 < 4ec < c5 < 1 then outside a set of upper logarithmic density at most c5, 

r,n(r, f) ( _ ) 1 - 2.2T 
M(r,f)>k 6,c = 1 + 2.2T whereT=exp{-c5/(4ec)}. 

If in particular c = 0 then 

r,n(r, f) _, 1 
--- as r --+ oo 

M(r, f) 

on a set of logarithmic density 1. 



5.3 Theorems. 

In this section we present the main results of this chapter. 
In the following theorems we see the application of relative (p, q)th order 

and relative (p, q)th lower order in the growth properties of entire functions 
where p, q are positive integers with p > q. 

Theorem 5.3.1 Let j, g and h be three entire functions such that 

0 < At(p,q) < Pt(p,q) < oo 

and 0 < A~(m, q) < p~(m, q) < oo 

where p, q, m are positive integers with p > q and m > q. Then 

>..£ (p, q) < lim inf loglPl c--1 F(r) < >..£ (p, q) 
p~(m, q) - r-oo loglm] G-1 H(r) - >..~(m, q) 

< 1
. loglPl c-1 F(r) < p£ (p, q) 
rm~p . 

- r-oo loglmlc---1H(r)- A~(m,q) 

Proof. From the definition of relative (p, q)th order and relative (p, q)th 
lower order we have for arbitrary positive c and for all large values of r, 

(5.3.1) 

and 
logfml c-1 H(r) < (p~(m, q) +c) loglqJ r. (5.3.2) 

Now from (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) it follows for all large values of r, 

loglPl c-1 F(r) > >..£(p, q)- c 
loglm] Q-1 H(r)- p~(m, q) + c · 

As c:(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

. . loglPic- 1F(r) >..f(p,q) 
hm1nf > 9 . 
r--+oo log(m] G-1 H(r)- p~(m, q) (5.3.3) 

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

loglPl c- 1 F(r) < (A_;(p, q) +c) log[qJ r (5.3.4) 



and for all large values of r, 

log!ml c-1 H(r) > (>..~(m, q)- c) loglqJ r. (5.3.5) 

So combining (5.3.4) and (5.3.5) we get for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

log[plc-1F(r) < >..t(p,q) +c. 
log!ml G-1H(r)- >..~(m, q)- c 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that 

. . log[pl c-1 F(r) )..f (p, q) 
hm1nf < 9 

. 
r-+oo log[m] G-1 H(r)- >..~(m, q) 

Also for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

log!ml c-1 H(r) < (>..~(m, q) +c) loglqJ r. 

(5.3.6) 

(5.3.7) 

Now from (5.3.1) and (5.3.7) we obtain for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

log[pl c-1 F(r) > .At (p, q) - c 
loglml G-1 H(r)- >.._~(m, q) + c · 

Choosing c --+ 0 we get that 

. log[pl c-1 F(r) _A! (p, q) 
hmsup > 9 

. 
r-+oo loglm] G-1 H(r)- .A~(m, q) 

Also for all large values of r, 

log[plc-1F(r) < (pt(p,q) +c)loglqlr. 

So from (5.3.5) and (5.3.9) it follows for all large values of r, 

log[pl G- 1 F(r) < Pt(p, q) + E 

log[m] G-1 H(r)- .\~(m, q)- E · 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that 

. log[pl c-1 F(r) pf (p, q) 
hmsup < 9 . 

r-+oo loglmJ G-1H(r)- >..~(m, q) 

(5.3.8) 

(5.3.9) 

(5.3.10) 

Thus the theorem follows from (5.3.3), (5.3.6), (5.3.8) and (5.3.10). • 
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Remark 5.3.1 Under the same conditions stated in Theorem 5.3.1, the con
clusion of the theorem can also be drawn with the help of Lemma 5.2.1 in 
terms of f(r),g(r) and h(r) instead of P(r),G(r) and H(r) respectively on 
a set of logarithmic density 1. 

Theorem 5.3.2 Let f, g, h be three entire functions with 

0 < At(p,q) < p~(p,q) < oo and 0 < pZ(m,q) < oo 

where p, q, m are positive integers with p > q and m > q. Then 

. . loglPl c-1 F(r) pf (p, q) . loglPl G-1 F(r) 
hm1nf < 9 < hmsup . 

r-+oo loglm] G-1 H(r)- p~(m, q)- r--oo loglm] G-1 H(r) 

Proof. From the definition of relative (p, q)th order we get for a sequence of 
values of r tending to infinity, 

log[mJ c-1 H(r) > (p~(rn, q)- c) log[qJ r. (5.3.11) 

Now from (5.3.9) and (5.3.11) it follows for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

loglPl c-1 F(r) < p£(p, q) + c 

log(m] G-1 H(r)- PZ(m, q)- c. 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that 

1 
.. floglPlc- 1F(r) <p£(p,q) 
Imln ' . 
r-+oo log[m) G-1 H'(r)- p~(m, q) 

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, 

loglPl c-1 P(r) > (p~(p, q)- c) log[qJ r. 

(5.3.12) 

(5.3.13) 

So combining (5.3.2) and (5.3.13) we get for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

loglPl c- 1 F(r) >_Pt(p, q)- c 

log(m] G-1H(r)- p~(m, q) + c · 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that 

. loglPlc-1F(r) pf(p,q) 
hmsup > 9 . 

r-+oo log[m] G-lH(r)- p~(m, q) 

Thus the theorem follows from (5.3.12) and (5.3.14). • 

(5.3.14) 



Remark 5.3.2 Under the same hypothesis stated in Theorem 5.3.2, the con-· 
elusion of the theorem can also be deduced in view of Lemma 5. 2.1 in terms 
of f(r),g(r) and h(r) instead of F(r),G(r) and H(r) respectively on a set 
of logarithmic density 1. The following theorem is a natural consequence of 
Theorem, 5. 3.1 and Theorem 5. 3. 2. 

Theorem 5.3.3 Let f, g, h be three entire functions with 

0 < >..t(p,q) < p~(p,q) < oo and 0 < )...~(m,q) < p~(m,q) < oo 

where p, q, m are positive integers with p > q and m > q. Then 

l 
.. floglPlc- 1F(r) < . { >..t(p,q) Pt(p,q)} 
lffi lll ffilll ' ~--
T-400 log[q] Q-1 H(r) - >..~(m, q) p~(m, q) 

< { >..t(p, q) Pt(p, q)} 
max h( ) ' h( ) - )...

9 
m, q p

9 
m, q 

. loglPl c-1F(r) 
< hmsup . 

r---.oo log[qJ Q-1 H ( r) 

The proof is omitted. 

Remark 5.3.3 Under the same conditions stated in Theorem 5. 3. 3, the con
clusion of the theorem can also be drawn with the help of Lemma 5.2.1 in 
terms of f(r),g(r) and h(r) instead of F(r), G(r) and H(r) respectively on 
a set of logarithmic density 1. 

---- -X- -- --
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6 

* SHARING AND (t)L - (p, q)TH ORDER 
OF MEROMORPIDC AND ENTIRE 

FUNCTIONS 

6.1 Introduction, Definitions and Notations. 

Let f and g be two non constant meromorphic functions defined in the 
open complex plane C and let a E C U { oo}. We say that f and g share the 
value a CM( counting multiplicities) or IM(ignoring multiplicities) provided 
f-a and g- a have same zeros CM or IM respectively and f, g share oo CM 
or IM provided that ], ~ share 0 CM or IM. In [32] G.G. Gundersen proved 
the following theorem. 

Theorem A. [32] If f and g share three values IM then 
1 
3T(r, g)(l + o(l)) < T(r, f) < 3T(r, g)(l + o(l)) as r-+ oo(r ~E). 

G. Brosch [4] improved the result by proving the following theorem. 
Theorem B. [ 4] If f and g share three values CM then 

3 8 
BT(r, g)(l + o(l)) < T(r, f) < 3r(r, g)(l + o(l)) as r-+ oo(r tJ. E). 

The results of this chapter have been published in International Mathematical Forum, see [23]. 



G2 

In 2001, I.Lahiri (48) introduced the idea of weighted sharing of values and 
proved some uniqueness theorems for meromorphic functions improving some 
earlier results. To this end we now explain the notion of weighted sharing as 
introduced in (48)" 

Definition 6.1.1 [48} Let k be a non negative integer or infinity. For a E 

C U { oo}, we denote by Ek (a ; f) the set of all a-points off where an a-point 
of multiplicity m is counted m times if m < k and k + 1 times if m > k. 

Definition 6.1.2 [48] Let k be a non negative integer or infinity. If for 
a E C U { oo }, Ek(a ; f) = Ek(a ; g), we say that f, g share the value 'a' with 
weight k. It is noted that if f, g share a value 'a' with weight 'k' then z0 is 
a zero off - a with multiplicity m( < k) if and only if it is a zero of g - a 
with multiplicity m( < k) and zo is a zero off- a with multiplicity m(> k) 
if and only if it is is a zero of g - a with multiplicity n( > k) where m is not 
necessarily equal to n. Also we write f, g share (a, k) to mean that f, g share 
the value a with weight k. Clearly iff, g share (a, k) then f, g share (a,p) for 
all integer p, 0 < p < k. Also we note that f, g share a value 'a' IM or CM 
if and only iff, g share (a, 0) or (0, oo) respectively. If f and g are two non 
constant entire functions then f, g share ( oo, oo). Throughout the chapter we 
mean by f, g etc., non constant meromorphic functions defined in the open 
complex plane C and S(r, f) any quantity satisfying 

S(r, f) = o{T(r, f)}(r -4 oo, r ~E). 

In the sequel we use the following two notations: 

log[kJ x = log(log[k-1] x)fork = 1, 2, 3, ..... andlog[o] x = x 

and exp[t] x = exp ( exp[t- 1] x) fort= 1, 2, 3, ... and exp[OJ x = x. 

Somasundaram and Thamizharasi {63} introduced the notions of L-arder and 
L-type for entire functions where L - L(r) is a positive continuous function 
increasing slowly i.e., L( ar) f".J L( r) as r -- oo for every positive constant 
a. Their definitions are as follows: 

Definition 6.1.3 [63} The L-arder PJ and the lower L-arder ..\y of an entire 
function f are defined as follows: 

L r log12l M(r, f) d ,xL r . f log[2
] M(r, f) 

P! = 
1~~p log[rL(r)] an 1 = 

1~~ log[rL(r)] · 



When f is meromorphic, then 

L . log T(r, f) L . . log T(r, f) 
p1 = hmsup 1 [ L( )] and >.1 = hm1nf 1 [ L( )] . 

r-+oo og r r r-+oo og r r 

Juneja, Kapoor and Bajpai {38} defined the (p, q)th order and lower (p, q)th 
order of an entire function f respectively as follows: 

. loglP+l] M(r, f) . . logfq+l] M(r, f) 
PJ(P, q) = hm sup [ +l] and AJ(P, q) = hm 1nf [ +l] 

r-+oo log q r r-+oo log q r 

When f is meromorphic, one can easily verify that 

. loglPl T(r, f) . . loglPl T(r, f) 
P.r(P, q) = hm sup [ l and >..r(P, q) = hm 1nf [ l , 

r-+00 log q r r-+oo log q r 

where p, q are positive integers and p > q. So with the help of the above notion 
one can easily define the L - (p, q)th order and L- (p, q)th lower order of 
entire and meromorphic functions. 

Definition 6.1.4 The L- (p, q)th order PJ(p, q) and the lower L - (p, q)th 
order AJ(p, q) of an entire f are defined as 

loglP+l] M(r f) loglP+I] M(r, f) 
pJ(p, q) =lim sup [ J ' and >.J(p, q) =lim inf ---=-.,..--------'-

r-+oo logq [rL(r)] r-+oo log[ql[rL(r)] · 

When f is meromorphic, one can easily verify that 

L . loglPl T(r, f) L . . loglPl T(r, f) 
P.r(p,q) = hmsup [ 1 and >..1(p,q) = hm1nf [ l , 

r-+oo logq [rL(r)] r-+oo logq [rL(r)] 

where p, q are positive integers and p > q. 
The more generalised concept of L - (p, q)th order and lower L - (p, q)th 
order of entire and meromorphic functions are L* - (p, q)th order and lower 
L* - (p, q)th order respectively. In order to prove our results the following 
definitions are necessary: 



Definition 6.1.5 The L*- order, lower L* -order and L* -type of a meromo-r
phic function are defined by 

L. . log T(r, f) 
PJ = hmsup l [ L(r)]' 

r---+oo ogre 
,L· 

1
. . flog T(r, f) 

.1\j = Imln 
r---+oo log[reL(r)] 

L. . T(r, f) L* 
and CJJ = hmsup L*, 0 < PJ < oo. 

r---+oo [reL(r)lPJ 

When f is entire, one can easily verify that 

L* . logl2l M(r, f) 
p1 =hmsup l [ L(r)] , 

r--+00 ogre 

,L· l .. flogl2lM(r,f) 
.1\f = lmln 

r---+oo log[reL(r)] 

L* . log M(r, f) 
and CJJ = hmsup L* • 

r---+cx;· reL(r))P! 

Definition 6.1.6 The L*- (p, q)th order pf (p, q) and the lower L*- (p, q)th 
* order AJ (p, q) of an entire function f are defined as 

* log(p+l] M(r f) * loglP+l] M(r f) 
pJ (p, q) =lim sup ' and AJ (p, q) =lim inf ' 

r---+oo log[q] [reL(r)] r---+oo log[q] [reL(r)] 

When f is meromorphic, one can easily verify that 

L* . loglPl T(r, f) L. . . loglPl T(r, f) 
p1 (p, q) = hmsup [ 

1 
and A1 (p, q) = hm1nf [ 

1 
, 

r---+oo log q [reL(r)l r---+oo log q [reL(r)] 

where p, q are positive integers and p > q. 
Extending our notion we may obtain the following definition: 

Definition 6.1. 7 The L* -(p, q)th order with rate t and the lower L* -(p, q)th 
• 

order with rate t of an entire function f respectively denoted by (t)PJ (p, q) 



and (t)>..f (p, q) are defined as 

* . log[p+I] M(r, f) 
(t)PJ (p, q) = hm sup 1 [q] [ [t] L( )] 

r-+oo og r exp r 

L" . . loglP+IJ M(r, f) 
and (t)AJ (p, q) = hm1nf 1 l [ l , 

· r-+oo log q [r exp t L(r )] 

where t is any positive integer and p, q are positive integers with p > q. 
Fort = 1, Definition 6.1. 7 reduces to Definition 6.1.6. In the chapter we 
prove some results on the L - (p, q)th order, lower L - (p, q)th order and 
L* - (p, q)th order, lower L* - (p, q)th order and also (t)L* - (p, q)th order, 
lower (t)L* - (p, q)th order of entire functions with rate t for any positive 
integer t based on the idea of sharing of values of them. 

6.2 Lemma. 

In this section we present a lemma which will be needed in the sequel. 

Lemma 6.2.1 [8} Let f and g be two non constant entire functions sharing 
(a1, k1) and (a2, k2) where (k2- 1)(k1k2- 1) > (1 + k2)2. Then 

T(r, f) < T(r, g)(2 + 0(1)) and T(r, g) < T(r, f)(2 + 0(1)). 

6.3 Theorems. 

In this section we present the main results of this chapter. 

Theorem 6.3.1 Let f and g be two non constant entire functions sharing 
(a1,k1) and(a2,k2) with(k2-l)(k1k2-l) > (1+k2)2.Thenpj(p,q) =p~(p,q) 
where p, q are positive integers and p > q. 

Proof. By Lemma 6.2.1, we have 

L( ) r loglPl T(r, f) r loglPl T(r, g) L 
p1 p,q = 1msup 1 (q][ L( )] < 1msup

1 
(q][ L( )] =p9 (p,q) 

r-+oo og r r r--+oo og r r 
and similarly 

L L 
p g (p' q) < p f (p' q). 

Hence pJ(p, q) = p;(p, q). 

This proves the theorem. • 
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Theorem 6.3.2 Iff and g be two non constant entire J.unctions s~aring 
(a1,k1) and(a2 ,k2 ) with (k2-1)(k1k2-l) > (1+k2)2 thenpy (p,q) = p~ (p,q) 

where PJ* (p, q), p~* (p, q) denote respectively L*- (p, q)th order off and g and 
also p, q are any two positive integers with p > q. 

Proof. By Lemma 6.2.1, we have 

L* . loglPl T(r, f) . loglPl T(r, g) _ L* 
p1 (p,q)=hmsup

1 
(q][ L()] <hmsup

1 
(q][ L(r)] -P9 (p,q) 

r--HX) og re r T--->00 og re 

and similarly 
pf (p, q) < pf (p, q). 

L* · L* 
Hence PJ (p, q) = P9 (p, q). 

Thus the theorem is established. • 

Theorem 6.3.3 Iff and g be two non constant entire functions sharing 
(a1, k1) and (a2, k2) with (k2- 1)(k1k2 ---I) > (1 + k2)2 then 

(t)Pf (p, q) = (t)P{ (p, q) 

* * * where (t)PJ (p, q) and (t)P~ (p, q) denote respectively (t)L - (p, q)th order off 
and g fort= 1, 2, 3, ... and alsop, q are any two positive integers with p > q. 

Proof. By Lemma 6.2.1, we have 

L* r log(pl T(r, f) r loglPl T(r, g) L* 
(t)PJ (p, q) = 1m sup 1 (q] [ [t] L( )l < 1m sup 1 (q] [ [t] L( )] = (t)P9 (p, q) 

r-->oo og r exp r , r-->oo og r exp r 

and similarly 

(t)P{ (p, q) < (t)Pf (p, q). 

Hence (t)Pf (p, q) = (t)P;* (p, q). 

This proves the theorem. • 
In the line of Theorem 6.3.1, Theorem 6.3.2 and Theorem 6.3.3 we may 

state the following three theorems without proof. 

Theorem 6.3.4 Let f and g be two non constant entire functions sharing 
(a1, k1) and (a2, k2) with (k2 - 1)(k1k2 ·- 1) > (1 + k2?· Then AJ(P, q) = 

A~(p, q) where p, q are positive integers and p > q and AJ(P, q), A~(p, q) denote 
respectively lower L- (p, q)th order of f. g. 
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Theorem 6.3.5 Iff and g be two non constant entire functions sharing .. 
(ab ki) and (a2, k2) with (k2 - I)(k1k2 - I) > (1 + k2)2. Then AJ (p, q) = 

* * .. 
A; (p, q) where p, q are positive integers and p > q and AJ (p, q), A; (p, q) 
denote respectively lower L* - (p, q)th order off, g. 

Theorem 6.3.6 Iff and g be two non constant entire functions sharing 
(a1, k1) and (a2, k2) with (k2- I)(k1k2 -- 1) > (1 + k2)2 then 

(t)Af (p, q) = (t)Af (p, q) 

where (t)Af (p, q) and (t)Af (p, q) denote respectively lower (t)L* -(p, q)th order 
off and g fort = 1, 2, 3, ... and alsop, q are any two positive integers with 
p > q. 

---"--X-----
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* GENERALISED L - (p, q)TH ORDER OF 
THE DERIVATIVE OF A JVIEROMORPIITC 

FUNCTION 

7.1 Introduction, Definitions and Notations. 

We know { cf. [66], p.36} that the order of the derivative of an entire 
function is equal to the order of the function. The same result is proved 
for a meromorphic function in {cf.[l2], [64), [67]}. In [42] and [43] Lahiri 
proved that the generalised order (generalised lower order) of a meromorphic 
function f is equal to the generalised order of its derivative f'. Using the 
notion of (p, q)th order ((p, q)th lower order) for any two positive integers with 
p > q of an entire function introduced by Juneja, Kapoor and Bajpai [38] and 
the notion of slowly changing functions investigated by Somasundaram and 
Thamizharasi [63], Datta and Mondal [18] established a relationship between 
the L- (p, q)th order of the derivative of a meromorphic function and that 
of the original function where L - L('r) is a positive continuous function 
increasing slowly i.e., L(ar) rv L(r) as r -4 oo for every constant 'a' and 

The results of this chapter have been published in International Journal of Contemporary Mathe
matical Sciences, see [24]. 



p, q are any two positive integers with p > q. In this chapter we generaliSEl 
the results of Datta and Mondal [18] and for this we introduce the following 
definition: 

Definition 7.1.1 The generalised L* - (p, q)th order with rate t, (t) pf (p, q) 

and generalised L* - (p, q)th lower order with rate t, (t) .Af (p, q) of an entire 
function f are defined as 

(t) L* ( ) r loglP+
1
] M(r, f) 

PJ p, q = 1~~p loglql[rexplt] L(r)] 

d (t) AL* ( ) r . f log[p+1] M(r, f) 
an 1 p,q = 1~~ loglql[rexplt] L(r)] 

where loglk] x = log(loglk-1] x) fork= 1, 2, 3, ... and logl01 x = x and explt] x = 
exp(explt-11 x) fort = 1, 2, 3, ... and expl0l x = x and alsop, q are any two 
positive integers with p > q. When f is meromorphic, one can easily verify 
that 

(t) L* ( ) r loglPl T(r, f) 
PJ p, q = 1~~p -lo-g[~q]-[r-e-xp-[t-] L-(-r-)] 

d(t),AL*( ) r . f loglPlT(r,f) 
an 1 p,q = 

1~~ loglql[rexpltlL(r)]" 

7.2 Lemmas. 

In this section we present some lemmas which will be needed in the 
sequel. 

Lemma 7.2.1 [43} Let f be a transcendental meromorphic function. Then 

T(r, f') < 2T(2r, f) + o{T(2r, f)} for all large values of r. 

Lemma 7.2.2 { Theorem 4.1, {68}; see also Lemma C, [17}} Let f be a 
meromorphic function. Then for all larger, 

T(r, f) < C{T(2r, f') + logr} 

where C is a constant which is only dependent on f ( 0). 



7.3 Theorems. 

In this section we present the main results of this chapter. 

Theorem 7.3.1 The generalised L*- (p, q)th order with rate t of a meromor
phic function f is equal to the generalised L*- (p, q)th order of its derivative 
f' where p, q are positive integers and p > q with t = 1, 2, 3, ... 

Proof. We suppose that f is a transcendental meromorphic function because 
otherwise the theorem follows easily. From Lemma 7.2.1 we get by taking 
logarithms (p - 1 )times 

log[p-1] T(r, f') < log[p-l] T(2r, f)+ 0(1) 

which gives that 

(t) L* ( ) . . log[p-1
] T(r, f) 1 

. p !' p, q < hm sup { log[q) [ e [t) L( )] .1 ----.-~log~2...,----_} 
r~oo r xp T - log(q][rexpltJ L(r)] 

. log[p-1] T(T, f) . 1 
= hmsup . hm 

2 r~oo log[q) [ T exp[t) L( r)) r~oo 1 _ logl 1 

log(qJ[rexp[tJ L(r)] 

= (t) pf (p, q). 

Since f is transcendental, we have 

logT = o{T(T, f)}. 

From Lemma 7.2.2 we obtain by taking repeated logarithms 

log[p-1
] T(T, f) + 0(1) < log[p-1) T(2r, f') 

which gives that 

• log[p-1
] T(T f') 1 

(t) PY (p, q) < lim sup ' . lim ----=--::----
- r-+oo log[q] [T exp[t] L(r)] r-+oo 1 _ log2 

log(qJ[rexp[t] L(r)] 

i.e., (t) pf (p, q) <(t) pf (p, q). 

Thus the theorem follows from (7.3.1) and (7.3.2). • 

Remark 7.3.1 Theorem 7.3.1 is a generalisation of Theorem 1 [18}. 

(7.3.1) 

(7.3.2) 



,..,., 
I l 

Theorem 7.3.2 The generalised L* - (p, q)th lower order with rate t of a 
meromorphic function f is equal to the generalised L*- (p, q)th lower order of 
its derivative f' where p, q are positive integers and p > q with t = 1, 2, 3, ... 

Proof. Let us suppose that f is a transcendental meromorphic function 
because otherwise the theorem follows easily. From Lemma 7.2.1 we obtain 
by taking logarithms (p - 1) times 

log[p-1] T(r, f') < log[p-I] T(2r, f)+ 0(1) 

which gives that 

(t) Af (p, q) < liminf { log[p-I] T(r, f) . 1 } 
- r--+oo log[q] [r expft] L (r)] 1 - log 2 

log[q][rexpft) L(r)] 

• 
1
. . f log[p-IJ T(r, f) 

1
. 1 

= Im Ill . 1m ---~-=---
r--+oo logfq] [r expft] L(r)] r-.oo 1 - log 2 

log(ql[rexpft] L(r)] 

(7.3.3) 

Since f is transcendental, we have logr = o{T(r, f)}. From Lemma 7.2.2 we 
obtain by taking repeated logarithms 

log[p-IJ T(r, f)+ 0(1) < log[p-I] T(2r, f') 

which gives 

(t), L* ( ) < 1. . f log[p-1
] T(r, f') 

1
. 1 

A f p, q Im Ill ( ] . 1m 
- r--+oo log q [r exp[t] L(r)] r-.oo 1 - log2 

loglql[rexpft) L(r)] 

i.e., (t) Af (p, q) :::; (t) Af (p, q). (7.3.4) 

Thus the theorem follows from (7.3.3) and (7.3.4). 

Remark 7.3.2 Theorem 7.3.2 is a generalisation of Theorem 2 [18}. 



Theorem 7.3.3 Iff is a transcendental meromorphic function having a fi·· 
nite number of zeros with 

f(O) f= 0, oo, j'(O) f= 0 and (t) pf (2, 1) < oo then (t) py,* (p, q) = (t) pf (p, q) 

and (t) >..y,* (p, q) = (t) >..f (p, q) 

where p, q are positive integers and p > q with t = 1, 2, 3, ... 

Proof. From {Theorem 2.2, [34], p.40} we know that 

!' 
m(r, f)= O(log r). 

Also by {Theorem 2.3, [34], p.41} we obtain in the present case, 

log r = o{T( r, f)} as r -+ oo. 

So combining the two we get that 

f' 
m(r, f) = o{T(T, f)} as T -+ oo. 

Since f has a finite number of zeros, it is clear that 

N(r, ~) = O(logr). 

1 
Hence N(T, f)= o{T(r, f)} as T-+ oo. 

f' Now m(T, J') < m( T, f) + m(T, f) 

i.e., m(T, f') < m(r, f) + o{T(T, f)} as T ~ oo. 

Also if f has a pole of order p at z0. f' (z) has a pole of order p + 1 < 2p, so 
that 

N(T, f') < 2N(T, f) {p.56, [4]}. 

Thus by addition we deduce that 

T(T, f') < m(T, f)+ 2N(T, f)+ o{T(T, f)} 

i.e., T(T, J') < 2T(T, f)+ o{T(T, f)} 



i.e., T(r, f') < {2 + o(1)}T(r, f) as r ~ oo. (7.3.5: 

This gives that 

Again we have 

1 1 
T(r, f) = m(r, f)+ N(r, f)+ 0(1) 

. 1 .f' 1 
1.e., T(r, f) < m(r, f') + m(r, f)+ N(r, f)+ 0(1) 

1 
i.e., T(r, f) < m(r, f') + o{T(r, f)} 

1 
i.e., T(r, f) < T(r, f') + o{T(r, f)} 

i.e., T(r, f) < T(r, J') + o{T(r, f)} as r ~ oo 

i.e., {1 + o(1)}T(r, f) :::;; T(r, f') as r ~ oo. 

This gives that 

(7.3.6) 

(7.3.7) 

(7.3.8) 

Thus the first part of the theorem follows from (7.3.6) and (7.3.8). Similarly, 

(t) >..f (p, q) = (t) >..f (p, q). 

This proves the theorem. • 

Remark 7.3.3 Theorem 7.3.3 is a generalisation of Theorem 3 {18}. 

Remark 7 .3.4 Theorem 7. 3. 3 can also be proved with a lesser hypothesis 

1 
N(r, f)= O(logr) 

than 'having a finite number of zeros'. 

-----X------
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A NOTE ON RELATIVE £-ORDER AND 
RELATIVE L *-ORDER OF ENTIRE 

FUNCTIONS 

8.1 Introduction, Definitions and Notations. 

Let f and g be two entire functions and 

F(r) = max{lf(z)l : lzl = r} and G(r) = max{lg(z)l : lzl = r }. 

If f is non constant then F(r) is strictly increasing and continuous and its 
inverse p-l : (lf(O)I, oo) -+ (0, oo) exists and is such that 

lim p-1(8) = oo. 
8·-+CX:..' 

The order PJ off {cf. [35],[65]} is given by 

PJ = inf{JL > 0 : F(r) < exp(r11 ) for all r > ro(JL) > 0} 

1
. log log F(r) = 1m sup----'--

r----+oo log r 

The results of this chapter have been published in International Mathematical Forum, see [25]. 



where log[k] x = log(log[k-1) x) for k = 1, 2, 3, ... and log[o) x = x. The lower 

order of f denoted by A f is defined as 

, 
1
. . f loglogF(r) 

/\f = 1ill1n . 
r --+r)() 1 og r 

If p f and A f are equal then f is said to be of regular growth { cf. [ 66]}. 
Recently Bernal [3] introduced the idea of relative order of f with respect 
tog, denoted by p9(j), as follows: 

p9(f) = inf {J-L > 0: F(r) < G(ri-L) for all r > ro(J-L) > 0} 

l
. log a-1 F(r) 

= 1illSUp 
r-->00 log r 

where g is a non-constant entire function g. The definition coincides with the 
classical one if g(z) = exp z. Iff is non-constant and g = f then p9(f) = 1. As 
in the classical case we define the relative lower order of f with respect to a 
non-constant entire function g denoted by A9(f) as follows: 

. . logG-1F(r) 
.A9 (f) = hmm. f 

1 
. 

r->oc ogr 

If p9 (f) = A9 (f) then f is said to be of regular relative growth with respect to 
g. Therefore iff is of regular relative growth with respect to a non-constant 
entire function g, we have 

(f)
_ 

1
. logG-1F(r) 

p9 - 1m . 
r-->cx log r 

Clearly iff is of regular relative growth with respect to g(z) = exp z then f 
is also of regular growth. Somasundaram and Thamizharasi [63] introduced 
the notions of L-arder and £*-order for entire functions where L = L(r) is a 
positive continuous function increasing slowly i.e., L(ar) I'V L(r) as r ---* oo 
for every positive constant 'a'. With the help of the above notion we may 
define relative £-order and relative L *-order. The following definitions are 
then obvious. 

Definition 8.1.1 {63} The L-order py and the L-lower order AJ of an entire 
function f are defined as follows: 

L . log[2
J M(r, f) 

Pt =hmsup 1 [ L( )] 
r->oo og r r 

d 
,L 

1
. . f log[2

J M(r, f) 
an AJ = 1m1n 

r-+oo log[rL(r)] 



-r 
j ' 

* * Definition 8.1.2 {63] The L* -order PJ and L* -lower order .AJ of an entire 
function f are defined as follows: 

L* . log M(r, f) L* . . log M(r, f) 
P.r = h~s~p [reL(r))] and A! = h~~f [reL(r))] 

Definition 8.1.3 The relative L-arder and relative lower L-arder of an en
tire function f with respect to an entire function g respectively denoted by 
p~ (f) and .A~ (f) are defined as 

L . logG-1F(r) L .. logG-1F(r) 
p9 (.f) = hm sup 1 [ L( )] and \ 9 (f) = hm 1nf 1 [ L( )] 

r-too og r r r-too og r r 

Definition 8.1.4 The relative L-arder and relative lower L-arder of an en
tire function f with respect to an entire function g respectively denoted by 

* * 
p~ (f) and A; (f) are defined as 

L* . logG-1F(r) L* . . logG-1F(r) 
p9 (f)= hmsup [ L( )] and .A9 (f)= hm1nf 1 [ L( )] 

T-tOO log re r T-tOO Og re r 

In fact Definition8.1.2 and Definition 8.1.4 are more generalised than Defin
ition 8.1.1 and Definition 8.1. 3 respectively. The following definition is most 
generalised. 

Definition 8.1.5 The relative L* -order and relative lower L* -order of an 
entire function f with respect. to an entire function g with rate t respectively 
denoted by (t) pL (f) and (t) _AL (f) are defined as g g 

(t) L* - . log c-l F(r) 
p9 (f) - hmsup 1 [ [t] L( )] 

r-too og r exp r 
d (t),L*(f) 1 .. f logG-1F(r) an /\ = 1m1n 

9 
r-too log[rexpltlL(r)] 

where t = 1, 2, 3, ... 
In this chapter we prove a few theorems on the relationship between p; (f) and 
PJ. Throughout the chapter we assume f, g etc. as non-constant fun£;tions, 
unless otherwise stated. 

8.2 Theorems. 

In this section we present the main results of this chapter. 



Theorem 8.2.1 Iff be the L-regular growth and of L-regular relative growth 
with respect to g and p~ (f) = PJ > 0 then g is of L-regular growth of L-arder 
one. Conversely if g is of L-regular growth of order one then p~(f) = PJ for 
every entire f with L-regular relative growth. 

Proof. Let us first suppose that 

p~ (f) = PJ = P > 0. 

Also let 0 < E < 1. Let us set E1 = 
2 

Pc: 
+c 

So c1 < p. 

Then there exists ro > 0 such that for r > ro 

F(r) < exp[{rL(r)}P+c1
] and F(r) > exp[{rL(r)}P-E1 ]. 

Also F(r) < G(rP+E1 ) and F(r) > G(rP-E1 ). 

From (8.2.1) and (8.2.2) we get for r > r0 

G(rP-E1
) < F(r) < exp[{rL(r)}P+c:1 ] 

and therefore for r > rg we obtain from above that 

P+<) 1 2:.L_ 
G(r) < exp[{rL(r)}p-q] = exp[{(rL(r)} +p-q ]. 

So, G(r) < exp[{(rL(r)}1+c:] for r > rg. 

Similarly from (8.2.1) and (8.2.2) we obtain that 

exp[{ (r L(r) p-c:] < G(r) for r > r~P. 

So from (8.2.3) and (8.2.4), for r > r~P 

exp[{rL(r)} 1-c:] < G(r) < exp[{rL(r)}1+c:]. 

(8.2.1) 

(8.2.2) 

(8.2.3) 

(8.2.4) 

So g(z) is of £-regular growth of order one. Conversely for 
E > 0 there exists r 1 > 0 such that for r ~ r 1, 

exp[{rL(r)}l--c:] < G(r) < exp[{rL(r)p+c:]. (8.2.5) 

Also from the definition of p; (f), there exists r2 > 0 such that for r > r2 , 

G(rP~U)-c:) < F(r) < G(rP~U)+c:). (8.2.6) 



From (8.2.5) and (8.2.6), we have for r > r3 = max(r1, r2), 

exp[{rL(r)}P~(f)-c:(l+p~(f)-c:)] < F(r) < exp[{rL(r)}P~U)+c:(l+p~(f)+c:)]. 
(8.2.7) 

Since c > 0 is arbitrary, from (8.2. 7) we obtain that 

L 1. log log F(r) L(f) 
p = Ill = p 

f r->oo log[rL(r)] g · 

This proves the theorem. • 
In the next theorem we see the more generalisation of Theorem 8.2.1. 

Theorem 8.2.2 If f be of L ·-regular growth and L *-regular relative growth 
* * 

with respect to g and p~ (f) = PJ > 0 then g is of L *-regular growth of 
L* -order one. Conversely if g is of L* -regular growth of L* -order one then 

* * 
p~ (f) = PJ for every entire f with L *-regular relative growth. 

Proof. Let us first suppose that 

PL•(f) =PL.= P > 0. 
g . f 

Also let 0 < c < 1. 
pc: 

Let us set c 1 = . 
2+c 

So c1 < p. 

Then there exists ro > 0 such that for r > r0 

F(r) < exp[{reL(r)}p+c:1 ] and F(r) > exp[{reL(r)}p-c:1 ] • 

From (8.2.2) and (8.2.8) for r > r0 , 

G(rp-c:1 ) < F(r) < exp[{reL(r)}p+c:1 ] 

and therefore for r > rg we obtain from above that 

L( ) P+q L( ) ~ G(r) < exp[{re r }p-q] = exp[{re r }p-q ]. 

So, G(r) < exp[{reL(r)p+c:] for r > rg. 

Similarly from (8.2.2) and (8.2.8) we obtain that 

exp[{reL(r)p-c:] < G(r) for r > r~P. 

(8.2.8) 

(8.2.9) 

(8.2.10) 



So from (8.2.9) and (8.2.10), for r > r6P 

exp[{reL(r)p-c] < G(r) < exp[{reL(r)}l+c]. 

So g is of L *-regular growth of order one. Conversely for E > 0 there exists 

r 1 > 0 such that for r > r1, 

(8.2.11) 

Also from the definition of p~ • (f), there exists r2 > 0 such that for r > r2, 

• • 
G(rP~ (f)-c) < F(r) < G(rP; (f)+c). (8.2.12) 

From (8.2.11) and (8.2.12), we have for r > r3 = max(r11 r2), 

• * 
exp({reL(r)}P; (J)-c{l+p; (f)-c)] < F(r) 

* • 
< exp[reL(r)}P~ (fl+c(l+p; (f)+c)]. (8.2.13) 

Since c: > 0 is arbitrary, from (8.2.13) we obtain that 

L* . logl2l F(r) L* 
PJ = hm l [ L(r)] = Pg (f). 

r---+oo og re 

Thus the theorem is established. • 

Theorem 8.2.3 Iff be of L ·-regular growth and of L *-regular relative growth 
with respect to g with rate t for t = 1, 2, 3, ... and (t) pf (f) = (t) pf then g 
is of L *-regular growth of L ·-order one with rate t in each case. Conversely 
if g is of L* -regular growth of L* -order one with rate t in each case then 
(t) pf (f) = (t) pf for every entire f with L ·-regular relative growth with rate 
t. 

Proof. Let us first suppose that 

(t) pf (f) = (t) pf = p > 0. 

Also let 0 < c: < 1. 

Let us set c: 1 = pc: . 
2+c: 

So c:1 < p. 



Then there exists ro > 0 such that for r > ro 

F(r) < exp[{rexpltJ L(r)}P+c1) and F(r) > exp[{rexp[t] L(r)}P-c1
]. (8.2.14) 

From (8.2.2) and (8.2.14) for r > To, 

G(rP-c1 ) < F(T) < exp[{Texp[t) L(r)}P+c1] 

and therefore for r > rg we obtain from above that 
p+q [) 1+~ G(r) <exp[{rexpltl£(r)}p-q] =exp[{rexpt L(r)} p-q]. 

So, G(r) < exp[{rexp[t] L(r)}1+c] for r > rg. 
Similarly from (8.2.2) and (8.2.14) we obtain that 

exp[ { r exp[t] L( r)} l-c] < G (r) for r > r6P. 
2p So, from (8.2.15) and (8.2.16), for r > r 0 

exp[{rexp[t] L(r)}1-c] < G(r) < exp[{rexp[t] L(r)} 1+c]. 

(8.2.15) 

(8.2.16) 

So g is of L *-regular growth of order one with rate t. Conversely for c > 0 
there exists r2 > 0 such that for T > r 1, 

exp[{rexp[t] L(r)}1-E] < G(r) < exp[{rexp[t) L(r)}1+c]. (8.2.17) 

Also from the definition of (t) pf (.f), there exists r 2 > 0 such that for r > r2, 

* * 
G(r(t)p~ (f)-c)< F(r) <G(r(t)p~ (f)+c). (8.2.18) 

From (8.2.17) and (8.2.18), we have for r > r3 = max(r1, r2), 
* "' (t) L (!) (t) L (/) 

exp[{rexp[t] L(r)} Pg -£(1+ Pg -£)] < F(r) 

[{ 
[t] £( )}tt)Pf (f)+c:(l+(t)p{ (!)+")] < exp rexp .r . (8.2.19) 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, from (8.2.19) we obtain that 

(t) PL. = lim logi2J F (r) = (t) PL *(.f). 
f r-+oolog[rexp[tlL(r)] g ·· 

This proves the theorem. • 

Remark 8.2.1 Fort = 1, Theorem 8.2.3 coincides with Theorem 8.2.2. 

-----X-----
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RELATIVE L-RITT ORDER AND 
RELATED COlVIPARATIVE GROWTH 

PROPERTIES OF ENTIRE DIRICHLET 
SERIES 

9.1 Introduction, Definitions and Notations. 

During the past decades, several authors { cf. [54], [57], [58] and[61]} 
made close investigations on the properties of entire Dirichlet series related 
to Ritt order. Let f ( s) be an entire function of the complex variable s = a+ it 

00 

defined by everywhere absolutely convergent Dirichlet series L anes>.n ... (9.1.A) 
n=l 

where 0 < An < An+l(n > 1), An --+ oo as n --+ oo and an's are complex 
constants. If a c and a a denote respectively the abscissa of convergence and 
absolute convergence of (9.1.A) then in this clearly O'c =(}"a = oo. 

Let F((j) = lub If((}"+ it)j. 
··oo<t<:::x' 

The results of this chapter have been published in International Journal of Mathematical Analysis, 
see [26]. 
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Then the Ritt order[59] of f(s) denoted by p(f) is given by 

(f) l
. log log F( a) 

1
. log[2

] F( a) 
p = lffiSUp ·= lffiSUp . 

IJ-+00 () IJ-+00 () 

In other words 

p(f) = inf {p > 0 :log F(a) < exp(ap) for all a > R(p)}. 

Similarly the lower Ritt order of f(s) denoted by >..(f) may be defined. In this 
chapter we prove some results on the comparative growth properties related 
to the L-Ritt order of entire Dirichlet series where L = L(a) is a positive 
continuous function increasing slowly i.e. L( aa) rv L( a) as a ~ oo for every 
constant 'a'. The following definitions are well known. 

Definition 9.1.1 The L-Ritt order PJ _ pL(f) and the L-Ritt lower order 
{or equivalently lower L-Ritt order) >..y = >..L(f) of f(s) are defined as follows 
respectively 

L(f) _ 1. log[
2

J F(a) d ,L(f) _
1
. . flog[2

] F(a) 
p - 1m sup ( ) an " - 1m 1n ( ) 

a-+oo a L a a-+oo a L a 

where log[k] x = log(log[k-l] x) fork= 1, 2, 3, ... and logfO] x = x. Similarly one 
can define the relative L-Ritt order and relative lower L-Ritt order off ( s). 

Definition 9.1.2 The relative L-Ritt order p~(f) and the relative lower L
Ritt order >..~(f) of f(s) with respect to entire g(s) are respectively defined 
as 

L(f) -1' c- 1
log F(a) d 'L(f) -1' . fG-

1
log F(a) 

p9 -1m sup L( ) an "g - 1m1n L( ) 
IJ-+00 () () IJ-+00 () () 

Analogously one can define the following. 

Definition 9.1.3 The hyper L-Ritt order PJ = pL(f) and the hyper L-Ritt 

lower order (or equivalently hyper lower L-Ritt order) >..~ = >..L(f) of f(s) 
are defined respectively as follows 

-L(f) 1. logf
3
l F(a) d , L(f) =l· . flog[3l F(a) 

P =1m sup an " 
L ( ) 1m In L ( ) . 

a-+oo a a a-+oo a a 
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Definition 9.1.4 The relative hyper L-Ritt order p~(f) and the relative hy

per lower L-Ritt order >..~(f) of f(s) with respect to entire g(s) are respec
tively defined as 

-L . c-IJog[2] F(O") 
p9 (f) =hmsup L( ) 

a---+ oo 0" 0" 

-L . . c-IJog[2] F(O") 
and )..9 (f) =hm 1nf L( ) 

a---+ oo () () 

The more generalised concept of L-Ritt order {lower L-Ritt order) and relative 
L-Ritt order (relative lower L-Ritt order) are respectively L* -Ritt order {lower 
L* -Ritt order) and relative L* -Ritt order {relative lower L* -Ritt order). We 
may now state the following definitions. 

* * 
Definition 9.1.5 The L* -Ritt order pJ = pL (f) and the L* -Ritt lower or-

* * der (or equivalently lower L* -Ritt order) >..j = )..L (f) of f(s) are defined 
respectively as follows 

L* . 1og[2
] F(O") L* . . 1og[2l F(O") 

p 1 =hm sup L( ) and ).. 1 =hm 1nf L( )' 
a---+oo 0" exp 0" a---+oo 0" exp 0" 

Definition 9.1.6 The relative L* -Ritt order pf (f) and the relative lower L*

Ritt order >..f (f) off ( s) with respect to entire g( s) are respectively defined 
as 

L*(f) 1' c-
1

1ogF(O") d \L*(f) 1' . fG-
1

1ogF(O") p =1m sup an /\ = Imln . 
g a---+oo 0" exp L( 0") g a---+oo 0" exp L( 0") 

* * Definition 9.1. 7 The hyper L* -Ritt or·der pJ = pL (f) and the hyper L*-
* * -L * Ritt lower order {hyper lower L -Ritt order) >..1 = )..L (f) of f(s) are defined 

respectively as follows 

• 1og[3
J F( O") * 1og[3l F( O") 

pL (f) =lim sup and ,\ L (f) =lim inf . 
a---+oo 0" exp L( 0") a---+oo 0" exp L( O") 

Definition 9.1.8 The relative hyper L* -Ritt order pf (f) and the relative 
* -L* 

hyper lower L -Ritt order >..
9 

(f) of f(s) with respect to entire g(s) are re-
spectively defined as 

-L*(f) 1' Q-11og[2]p(O") d ,L*(f) 1" . fG-11og(2]p(O") 
p9 =1m sup an /\ = Iillln ------:--...;_;_ 

a---+oo 0" exp L( 0") g a---+oo 0" exp L( 0") 

Generalising our notion we may state the following definitions. 



Definition 9.1.9 The generalised L-Ritt order (k) PJ = (k) pL(f) and the gen· 

eralised L-Ritt lower order (generalised lower L-Ritt order) (k) >..y - (k) >.. L (fl 
are defined respectively as follows. 

loglkJ F(a) loglk] F(a) 
(k) pL (f) = lim sup and (kl >.. L (f) = lim inf--=-_..;,__;,_ 

a~oo (J L( (J) a~oo (J L( (J) 

where k = 2, 3, ... 

Definition 9.1.10 The generalised L* -Ritt order (k) pf = (k) pL* (f) and 
the generalised L* -Ritt lower order (or equivalently generalised lower L* -Ritt 
order) (k) >..y- (k) >..L(f) are respectively defined as 

(kl L*(f) 
1
. loglklF(a) £*() loglklF(a) p = 1m sup and (k) >.. f =lim inf---=---=--~ 
a~oo a exp L( a) a~oo (J exp L( a) 

where k = 2, 3, ... 

Definition 9.1.11 The generalised relative L-Ritt order (k) p~(f) and the gen
eralised relative lower L-Ritt order (kl >..~(.f) off ( s) with respect to entire g ( s) 
are respectively defined as 

(k) L(f) -1' c-lloglk] F(a) d (k) ,L(f) =1' . fG-1loglk] F(a) 
Pg - 1~_!~P aL(a) an /\9 

1~~ aL(a) 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 

Definition 9.1.12 The generalised relative L* -Ritt order (k) pf (f) and the 

generalised relative lower L* -Ritt order (kl >..f (f) of f(s) with respect to g(s) 
are respectively defined as follows 

(k) L*(f) r c-lloglklF(<J) 
Pg = 1~~s~p a exp L(a) 

· c-1 lo [kJ F( ) 
d (k) 'L (f) - 1' . f g (J an /\ - 1m 1n ---=---....:....-:... 

9 a~oo aexpL(a) 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 

9.2 Theorems. 

In this section we present the main results of this chapter. 



Theorem 9.2.1 Let f and g be two entire functions such that 0 < (k) >..L* (fo9) < 
(k)pL* (fog)< oo and 0 < (k))..L* (g)< (k)PL* (g)< oo. Then 

(k))..L* (fog) . . log[k] FoG(<7) 
---,.,....----- < hm 1nf -----

(k)pL (g) - a-->oo log[klG(<7) 

(k))..L* (fog) (k)pL* (fog) 
< min { ( k)).. L * (g) ' ( k) pL * (g) } 

(k) >._L. (fog) (k) PL* (fog) 
<max{ (k))..L*(g) ' (k)pL*(g) } 

* log[kJ FoG(<7) (k)PL (fog) 
< limsup k] < . 
- a-->oo logl G(<7) - (k))..L (g) 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 

Proof. From the definition of generalised L* -Ritt order and generalised L*
lower Ritt order of entire g we have for arbitrary positive c and for all suffi
ciently large values of O", 

log[k] G(<7) < ((k)PL* (g)+ c)O"expL(<7) 

and loglk] G( O") > ((k) )..L ·(g) - c )<7 exp L( O"). 

Also for a sequence of values of O" tending to infinity, 

log[klG(<7) < ((k))..L.(g)+c)O"exp£(<7) 

and log[k] G(<7) > ((k)PL* (g)- c)<7expL(<7). 

(9.2.1) 

(9.2.2) 

(9.2.3) 

(9.2.4) 

Now again from the definition of generalised L* -Ritt order and generalised L*
lower Ritt order of the composite function fog we have for arbitrary positive 
c and for all sufficiently large values of a, 

log[k] FoG(<7) < ((k)PL* (fog)+ c)O" exp L(<7) 

and loglkJ FoG(<7) > Ck) )..L. (fog)- c)O"exp L(<7). 

Again for a sequence of values of O" tending to infinity 

loglkJ FoG(<7) < ((k) >..L* (fog)+ c)<7expL(<7) 

(9.2.5) 

(9.2.6) 

(9.2.7) 
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and log[k] FoG( a-) > ((k) pL. (fog) - c:)o- exp L(a). (9.2.8) 

Now from (9.2.1) and (9.2.6) it follows for all sufficiently large values of a, 

loglkJ FoG( a) (kJ >..L* (fog) - c: 

log[k] G(o-) > (k)pL* (g)+ c: · 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

.. loglklFoG(o-) (k))..L*(fog) 
hm 1nf [k] > ( ) . . 

cr-.oo log G( 0") - k pL (g) 
(9.2.9) 

Again combining (9.2.2) and (9.2. 7) we get for a sequence of values of a 
tending to infinity, 

log[k] FoG(a) (k))..L* (fog)+ c: 

log(k] G(o-) < (k))..L* (g)- c: 

Since c:(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

.. loglklFoG(o-) (k))..L.(fog) 
hm1nf (k] < ) . . 

cr-.oo log G(o-) - (k )..L (g) 
(9.2.10) 

Similarly from (9.2.4) and (9.2.5) it follows for a sequence of values of a 
tending to infinity that 

log[k] FoG(o-) (k)pL* (fog)+ c: 
log(k] G(o-) - < (k)pL* (g)- c: · 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

.. log[klFoG(o-) (k)pL*(fog) 
hm 1nf [k] < ) . . 

cr-.oo log G(o-) - (k pL (g) 

Now combining (9.2.9), (9.2.10) and (9.2.11) we get that 

(k) >._L* (fog) . . log[k] FoG( a) 
--. .:..::...__::.....:... < hm 1nf ~--=---....:..__:_ 

(k)pL (g) - cr-.oo log[k]G(a) 

. (k))..L*(fog) (k)pL*(fog) 
<min { } 
- (k))..L*()' (k) L*() . g p g 

(9.2.11) 

(9.2.12) 



Now from (9.2.3) and (9.2.6) we obtain for a sequence of values of a tending 

to infinity~ 

Choosing c ~ 0 we get that 

. logfk] FoG((]') (k) ).,L" (fog) 
hmsup [ l > * . 
a~oo log k G( (]') - (k) ).,L (g) 

(9.2.13) 

Again from (9.2.2) and (9.2.5) it follows for all sufficiently large values of a, 

logfkJ FoG((]') (kipL" (fog)+ c 
logfkl G((J') < (k)).L"(g)- c . 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

. logfklFoG(a) (k)PL*(fog) 
h~~s~p loglkl G((J') < (k)).,L" (g) . (9.2.14) 

Similarly combining (9.2.1) and (9.2.8) we get for a sequence of values of a 
tending to infinity, 

logfk] FoG(a) (k)pL. (fog)- c 
logfk] G(fJ) > (k)pL" (g)+ c . 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

. logfklFoG((J') (k)PL*(fog) 
hm sup [k] > ( ) ., . 

a->oo log G( (]') - k pL (g) 
(9.2.15) 

Therefore combining (9.2.13), (9.2.14) and (9.2.15) we get that 

(k)).,L*(fog) (k)pL*(fog) <. logfklFoG(o-) < (k)pL"(fog) 
max{ (k)).,L"(g) ' (k)).,L*(g) } - h~---s~p logfkJG(o") - (k)).,L"(g) . 

(9.2.16) 
Thus the theorem follows from (9.2.12) and (9.2.16). • 

Remark 9.2.1 If we take 0 < (k) ;,L" (f) < (k) pL. (f) < oo instead of 0 < 
( k))., L • (g) < ( k) pL • (g) < oo and the other conditions remain the same then 
also Theorem 9. 2.1 holds with g replaced by f in the denominator as we see 
in the next theorem. 



Theorem 9.2.2 Let f and g be two entire functions such that 0 < (k) A_L .. (fog) < 
(k) pL* (fog) < oo and 0 < (k) A_L* (f) < (k) pL .. (f) < oo. Then 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 
In fact, Theorem 9.2.1 and Theorem 9.2.2 are the more generalised concept 
of Theorem 9.2.3 and Theorem 9.2.4 respectively. 

Theorem 9.2.3 Let f and g be two entire functions such that 0 < (k) A_L(Jog) < 
(k)pL(jog) < oo and 0 < (k)A_L(g) < (k)PL* (g)< oo. Then 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 
The proof is omitted. 

Theorem 9.2.4 Let f and g be two entire functions such that 0 < (k) A_L(Jog) < 



(k) pL(fog) < oo and 0 < (k) >..L(f) < (k) pL(f) < oo. Then 

(k))..L(fog) . . loglk] PoG(CJ) 
~,.-:.-~ < hm 1nf --=-~-=--~ 

(k) pL(f) - (T-+oo loglkl F( CJ) 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 
The proof is omitted. 

. (k))..L(fog) (k)pL(fog) 
< min { (k) )..L(f) 1 (k) pL(f) } 

(k))..L(fog) (k)pL(fog) 
< max { (k) )..L(f) ' (k) pL(f) } 

. loglkJ PoG(CJ) (k)pL(fog) 
< hm sup < ---.--,-__;,;;__---'-
- (T-+oo loglkJ F(CJ) - (k))..L(f) 

Lahiri and Banerjee [54} studied on relative Ritt order of entire Dirichlet 
series and proved some basic theorems. In the subsequent theorems we prove 
something more. 

Theorem 9.2.5 Let f, g and h be three entire functions with 0 < (k) Ah(f) < 
(k)Ph(f) < oo and 0 < (k))..h(g) < (k)Ph(g) < oo. Then 

.. H-1loglklG(CJ) (k))..L*(g) . H-1loglklG(<7) 
( i) hm 1nf < h * < hm sup -----=--=----

(1-+oo H-1log[k] P(CJ) - (k))..t (f) - CT-+oo H-lioglk) F(CJ) 

H-lloglklG(CJ) (k))..L*(g) (k)pL.(g) 
and (ii) liminf <min { h* , h* } 

(T-+oo H-1loglkJ F(CJ) - (k))..t (f) (k)pt (f) 

< max{(k)>..f (g) (k)pf (g)} 
- (k) >..f (f)' (k) pf (f) 

. H-1 loglkl G(CJ) 
< hmsup [k] . 

c.--~oc H - 1 log F( (J) 

Proof. From the definition of generalised relative L* -Ritt order and gener
alised relative L* -lower Ritt order of entire g with respect to entire h we have 
for arbitrary positive c and for all sufficiently large values of CJ, 

H-1 log[k] G(CJ) < ((k) pf (g)+ c)CJ exp L(CJ) 

and H-1 log[k] G( CJ) > ((k) >..f (g) - c )CJ exp L( o} 

(9.2.17) 

(9.2.18) 



Also for a sequence of values of rJ tending to infinity, 

H-1 loglkJ G(CJ) < ((k) >..f (g)+ c)CJ exp L(CJ) 

and H-1 loglklG(CJ) > ((k)pf(g) -E)rJexpL(rJ). 

(9.2.19) 

(9.2.20) 

Now again from the definition of generalised relative L*-Ritt order and gen
eralised relative L *-lower Ritt order of entire f with respect to entire h we 
have for arbitrary positive c and for all sufficiently large values of CJ, 

H-1 loglk] F(CJ) < ((k) pf (f)+ c)CJ exp L(CJ) 

and H-1 loglk] F( rJ) > ((k) >..f (.f) - c )CJ exp L( rJ). 

Also for a sequence of values of rJ tending to infinity, 

H-1 loglkJ F(CJ) < ((k) >..f (f)+ c)CJexp L(CJ) 

and H-1 log[k] F(CJ) > ((k)pf (f)- c)rJexpL(rJ). 

(9.2.21) 

(9.2.22) 

(9.2.23) 

(9.2.24) 

Now from (9.2.17) and (9.2.22) it follows for all sufficiently large values of CJ, 

H-1 loglkJ G(CJ) (k) pf (g)+ c 

H-l!oglkl F(CJ) < (k)>..f (f)-c. 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain from above that 

.. H-lloglklG(CJ) (k)pf(g) 
hm1nf [k] < * . 

(J-+oo H-llog F(CJ) - (k)>..f (f) 
(9.2.25) 

Again combining (9.2.18) and (9.2.23) we get for a sequence of values of rJ 
tending to infinity, 

H-1 loglkJ G(CJ) (k) >..f (g)- c 
----::-~...:...__:_ > . 
H-l!oglkJ F(CJ) - (k)>..f (f)+ c 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

(9.2.26) 



Similarly from (9.2.20) and (9.2.21) it follows for a sequence of values of T 

tending to infinity, 

H-1 loglk] G(a) (k)pf (g)- c 

H-1 loglk] F(a) > (k)pf (f)+ c. 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

. H-1 loglklG(a) (k)pf(g) 
hmsup [k] > * . 
O"~oo H - 1 log F( a) - (k) pf (f) 

(9.2.27) 

Now from (9.2.19) and (9.2.22) we obtain for a sequence of values of r tending 
to infinity, 

H-1 loglkl G(a) (k) Af (g)+ c 
H-lloglkJ F(a) > (k);\f (f)- c. 

Choosing c ~ 0 we get that 

.. H-1 loglklG(a) (k);\f(g) 
hm1nf [k] < * . 
O"~oo H - 1 log F( a) -- (k) Af (f) 

(9.2.28) 

Again from (9.2.18) and (9.2.23) it follows for all sufficiently large values of 
r, 

H-1 loglkl G(a) (k) Af (g)- c 

H-1 loglk] F(a) > (k);\f (f)+ c. 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

. H-Itoglkl G(a) (k) Af (g) 
hmsup [k] > * . 
O"~oo H- 1 log F(a) - (k);\f (f) 

(9.2.29) 

Similarly combining (9.2.17) and (9.2.24) we get for a sequence of values of 
r tending to infinity, 

H-1 loglk] G(a) < (k) pf (g)+ c 

H-1 loglk] F(a) - (k)pf(f)- c. 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

(9.2.30) 



Combining (9.2.28) and (9.2.29) we obtain that 

.. H-1 log[klG(u) (k)>,.L.(g) . H-1 log[klG(u) 
hm1nf < h. < hmsup . 

a-+oo H-1 Iogfk] F(u) - (k)>,.f (f) - a-+oo H-liogfk] F(u) 

This proves the first part of the theorem. Again combining (9.2.26) and 
(9.2.27) it follows that 

. H-llogfklG(u) (k)>,.L*(g) (k)pL*(g) 
hmsup >max{ h h }. 

a-+oo H-llog[k] F(u) - (k)>,.f (f)' (k)pf (f) 
(9.2.31) 

Now combining (9.2.28) and (9.2.30) we get that 

.. H-llogfklG(u) . (k)>,.L*(g) (k)PL*(g) 
hm1nf < m1n { h_. h }. 

a-+oo H-1 logfkJ F( u) - (k) >..f (f)' (k) pf (f) 
(9.2.32) 

Thus from (9.2.31) and (9.2.32) the second part of the theorem follows. • 

-----X-------
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GROWTH PROPERTIES OF COMPOSITE 
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COMPLEX VARIABLES 

10.1 Introduction, Definitions and Notations. 

Let f ( z1, z2) be a non-constant entire function of two complex variables 
z1 and z2, holomorphic in the closed poly disc 

{(z~,z2): lzjl < Tj, j = 1,2 for all r1 > O,r2 > 0 }. 

Let F(r~, r2) =max { IJ(z11 z2)l : lzjl < Tj, j = 1, 2}. 

Then by the Hartogs theorem and maximum principle {[30],p.21,p.51}, F(r1, r2) 
is an increasing function of r~, r2. The order p = p(f) of f(z~, z2) is defined 
{[30], p.338} as the infimum of all positive numbers J-l for which 

F(r1, r2) < exp[(r1r2)JL] (lO.l.A) 

holds for all sufficiently large value of r 1 and r2.In other words 

p(f) = inf {J-L > 0: F(r~, r2) < exp[(r1r2)JL) for all r1 > R(J-L), r2 > R(J-L)}. 
The results of this chapter have been published in International Journal of Contemporary Mathe

matical Sciences, see [27]. 



Equivalent formula for p(f) is {[30], p.339; [1]} 

'2] 

(f) l
. logt F(rb r2) 

p = lffiSUp 
rl.r2->00 log( rlr2) 

where loglkJ x = log(loglk-l] x) fork= 1, 2, 3, ... and loglOJ x = x. 

Similarly the lower order A= A(j) of f(zh z2) is defined as 

'(f) 1. . f logl
2
l F(r1, r2) /\ = lffilll . 

r1,r2->oo log(r1r2) 
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Extending our notion we can easily define the hyper order (and hyper lower 
order), generalised order (and generalised lower order) and (p, q)th order (and 
(p, q )th lower order) of entire functions of two complex variables where p and 
q are any two positive integers with p > q. 

Definition 10.1.1 The hyper order p(f) and hyper lower order A(j) of an 
entire function f of two complex variables are defined as 

Definition 10.1.2 The generalised order (k) p(f) and generalised lower order 
(k) A(j) of an entire function f of two complex variables are defined as 

(k) (f) 
1
. loglk+l] F(rr, r2) d (kh(J) 

1
. . f loglk+l] F(r~, r2) 

p = 1msup an /\ = 1m1n 
rt,r2-.oo log(r1r2) r1,r2-+oo log(r1r2) 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 

Definition 10.1.3 The (p, q)th order ~(f) and lower (p, q)th order A~(f) of 
an entire function f of two complex variables are defined as follows 

,.JJ(f) 1. logfF+l] F(r1, r2) d 'P(f) 
1
. . f logfF+IJ F(r~, r2) 

Pq = 1m sup [ 1 an /\q = 1m In [ l 
r1,r2-+oo log q (r1r2) r1,r2-+oo log q (r1r 2) 

where p, q are any two positive integers with p > q. Using the above notion, 
in this chapter we discuss some comparative growth properties of composite 
entire functions of two complex variables. 
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10.2 Theorems. 

In this section we present the main results of this chapter. 

Theorem 10.2.1 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >..(jog) < p(fog) < oo and 0 < >..(f) < 
p(f) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

>..(jog) 
1
. . f log[2] FoG(r1, r2) < )..(jog) 

-- < Imln 
Ap(f) - r1,r2-+oo log[2l F(rf, r~) - AA(j) 

l
. log[2] FoG(r1, r2) p(fog) 

< 1msup < . 
- r1,r2-+oo log[2l F(rf, r1) - A>..(f) 

Proof. From the definition of p(f) and >..(f) we have for arbitrary positive 
c and for sufficiently large values of r1, r2 

log[2] FoG(r~, r2) > [>..(jog) - c] log(r1r2) 

and log[2] F(r~, rt) < [Ap(fog) + c]log(r1r2). 

(10.2.1) 

(10.2.2) 

Now from (10.2.1) and (10.2.2) it follows for all sufficiently large values of 
r1, r2 that 

log[2] FoG(rb r2) >..(jog)- c 

log[2l F(rf, r1) > Ap(fog) + c · 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

l
. . f log[2] FoG(r~, r2) >..(jog) 
lmln > . 

r1,r2-+oo log[2] F(rf, r1) - Ap(fog) 
(10.2.3) 

Again for a sequence of values of r 1 tending to infinity and for a sequence of 
values of r2 tending to infinity, 

(10.2.4) 

and for all sufficiently large values of r1, r2 

(10.2.5) 



Combining (10.2.4) and (10.2.5) we get for a sequence of values of r 1 tending 
to infinity and for a sequence of values of r2 tending to infinity, 

logf2l FoG(r1, r2) A.(fog) + E 

logf2l F( rf, r1) < AA.(f) - E · 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

1
. . f logf2l FoG(r1, r2) >..(fog) 
Imln < . 

r1,r2~oo logf2l F(rf,rt) - A>..(f) 
(10.2.6) 

Also for a sequence of values of r 1 tending to infinity and for a sequence of 
values of r2 tending to infinity, 

(10.2.7) 

Now from (10.2.1) and (10.2. 7) we obtain for a sequence of values of r 1 tending 
to infinity and for a sequence of values of r2 tending to infinity, 

logf2l FoG(rr, r2) >..(fog) - c 
logf2l F(rf, rt) > A>..(f) + c · 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we get that 

1
. logf2l FoG(r1, r2) >..(fog) 
1m sup [2] > ( ) . 
r1,r2~oo log F(rf, r1) - A).. f 

(10.2.8) 

Also for all sufficiently large values of r1 , r2 

logf2l FoG(rr, r2) < [p(fog) + c]log(r1r2). (10.2.9) 

From (10.2.5) and (10.2.9) it follows for all sufficiently large values of rr, r2 

logf2l FoG(r1, r2) p(fog) + E 

logf2l F(rf, r1) ~ AA.(f)- c · 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

r logf2J FoG(r1, r2) p(fog) 
rii~2:~ log[2] F(rf, r1) < A>..(j). (10.2.10) 

Thus the theorem follows from (10.2.3), (10.2.6), (10.2.8) and (10.2.10). • 



Theorem 10.2.2 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >..(Jog) < p(fog) < oo and 0 < p(f) < oc. 
Then for any positive number A, 

1
. . f logl2l FoG(rb r2) < p(fog) < 

1
. log[2] FoG(r1, r2) 

1m 1n [ l ( ) 1m sup [2] A A 
rl,r2~00 log 2 F(rf,rt) - Ap f - T!,r2~oo log F(rl ,r2) 

Proof. From the definition of order of an entire function of two variables we 
get for a sequence of values of r 1 tending to infinity and also for a sequence 
of values of r2 tending to infinity, 

(10.2.11) 

Now from (10.2.9) and (10.2.11) it follows for a sequence of values of r 1 

tending to infinity and for a sequence of values r2 tending to infinity, 

logl2l FoG(rb r2) p(fog) + c 

logl2l F(rf, r1) ~ Ap(f)- c · 

Ass(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

1
. . f logl2l FoG(r1, r2) p(fog) 
lmln < . 
r1,r2~oo log[2l F(rf, r1) - Ap(f) 

(10.2.12) 

Again for a sequence of values of r 1 tending to infinity and for a sequence of 
values of r2 tending to infinity, 

(10.2.13) 

So combining (10.2.2) and (10.2.13)we get for a sequence of values of r 1 tending 
to infinity and for a sequence of values of r2 tending to infinity, 

log[2
] FoG(r1, r2) p(fog) - c 

logl2l F(rA rA ). > Ap(f) + c · 
1 ' 2 . 

Since s(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

r logl2l FoG(r1, r2) p(jog) 
/1~:~ logl2l F(rf, r1) > Ap(J) · 

(10.2.14) 

Thus the theorem follows from (10.2.12) and (10.2.14). The following theorem 
is a natural consequence of Theorem 10.2.1 and Theorem 10.2.2. • 



Theorem 10.2.3 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >..(fog) < p(fog) < oo and 0 < >..(f) < 
p(f) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

>..(fog)< 
1
. . f 1ogl2l FoG(r1,r2) < . {>..(fog) p(fog)} 
lffilll ffilll ' 

Ap(f) - r1,r2~oo 1ogl2l F(rf, rf) - A>..(f) Ap(f) 

{
>..(fog) p(fog)} 

1
. 1ogl2lFoG(r~,r2) < p(fog) < max , < 1m sup . 

- A>..(f) Ap(f) - r1,r2->oo 1ogl21 F(rf, rf) - A>..(f) 

The proof is omitted. 

Remark 10.2.1 If we take 0 < >..(g) < p(g) < oo instead of 0 < >..(f) < 
p(f) < oo and the other conditions remain the same then Theorem10.2.1, 
Theorem 10. 2. 2 and Theorem 10. 2. 3 are still valid with G ( rf, rt) in the de
nominators of the ratios as we see in the subsequent theorems i.e., Theorem 
10.2.4, Theorem 10.2.5 and Theorem 10.2.6 respectively. 

Theorem 10.2.4 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >..(fog) < p(fog) < oo and 0 < >..(g) < 
p(g) < oo. Then for any positive number A., 

>..(fog) 
1
. . f 1ogl2l FoG(r~, r2) >..(fog) --< lffilll <--

Ap(g) - r1,r2~oo 1ogl21 G(rf, rf) - A>..(g) 

1
. 1ogl2l FoG(r1, r2) p(fog) 

< lffiSUp < . 
- r1,r2~oo 1ogl2l G(rf: rf) - A>..(g) 

The proof of Theorem 10.2.4 is omitted because it can be carried out in the 
line of Theorem 10.2.1. In the line of Theorem 10.2.2 we may prove the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 10.2.5 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >.(fog) < p(fog) < oo and 0 < p(g) < oo. 
Then for any positive number A, 

1
. . f 1ogl2l FoG(r1, r2) < p(fog) < 

1
. logl2l FoG(r1, r2) 

lffilll [] lffiSUp . 
r1,r2->oo log 2 G(rf, rf) - Ap(g) - r1.r2 ~oo 1ogl2l G(rf, rt) 

The proof is omitted. The following theorem is a natural consequence of 
Theorem 10.2.4 and Theorem 10.2.5. 



Theorem 10.2.6 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >.(fog) < p(fog) < oo and 0 < >.(g) < 
p(g) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

>.(fog)< 
1
. . f logl2l FoG(r1,r2) < . {>.(fog) p(fog)} 
lmln min ' 

Ap(g) - r1,r2-Too logl2l G(rf,r1) - A.A(g) Ap(g) 

{
,\(fog) p(fog) }< 

1
. logl2l FoG(r1, r2) < p(fog) < max , _ 1m sup _ . 

- A>.(g) Ap(g) r1,r2-+oo logl2l G(rf, r1) A>.(g) 

Using Definition 1 0.1.1, we may obtain the following theorems. 

Theorem 10.2.7 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >.(fog) < p(f og) < oo and 0 < .A(/) < 
p(f) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

>.(fog) 
1
. . f logl3l FoG(rb r2) < .-\(fog) ____:...______;....;.._ < lm lll 

Ap(f) - r1,r2-+oo logl3l F( rf, r1) - A>.(J) 

1
. logl3l FoG(r11 r2) < p(fog) 

< 1msup [3] , 
- r1,r2-+oo log F(rf,rt) - A.A(f) 

Theorem 10.2.8 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < )..(jog) < p(fog) < oo and 0 < p(f) < oo. 
Then for any positive number A, 

1
. . f logl3l FoG(r~, r2) p(fog) 

1
. logl3l FoG(r~, r2) 

1m 1n < < 1m sup ----:-:----'-----'-
rl,r2-+oo logl3l F(rf, r1) - Ap(f) - r1.r2-Too logl3l F(rf, r1) 

The following theorem is a natural consequence of Theorem 10.2. 7 and The
orem 10. 2. 8. 

Theorem 10.2.9 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >.(fog) < p(fog) < oo and 0 < .-\(f) < 
p(f) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

-x(fog) < 1. . f logl3l FoG(r1,r2) < . {>.(fog) p(fog)} 
Im lll min ' --'------'-

Ap(f) - r1,r2-+oo logl3l F(r{ rt) - A>.(J) Ap(f) 

< {A(fog) p(fog)} < 
1
. logl3l FoG(r~, r2) < p(fog) 

_max , A ( ) 1msup [3] . 
A.A(J) P f - r1,r2-·•cx, log F(rf,r1) - A.A(f) 



Remark 10.2.2 If we consider 0 < >.(g) < p(g) < oo instead of 0 < >..(f) < 
p(f) < oo and the other conditions remain the same then Theorem 10. 2. 7, 
Theorem 10. 2. 8 and Theorem 10. 2. 9 are still valid with G ( rf, rt) in the de
nominators of the ratios as we see in the subsequent theorems i.e., Theorem 
10. 2.1 0, Theorem 10.2.11 and Theorem 10.2.12 respectively. 

Theorem 10.2.10 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >..(fog) < p(fog) < oo and 0 < >..(g) < 
p(g) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

>..(fog) 
1
. . f logl3l FoG(rb r2) >..(fog) ---'--- < lffi Ill < __:_:~_.:.. 

Ap(g) - r1,r2->oo logl3l G(rf, rt) - A>..(g) 

1
. logl3l FoG(rb r2) p(fog) 

< lffiSUp [3] < 
- r1,r2->oo log G(rf. r1) - A>..(g) 

Theorem 10.2.11 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >..(fog) < p(fog) < oo and 0 < p(g) < oo. 
Then for any positive number A, 

1
. . f 1ogl3l FoG(rb r2) p(fog) 

1
. 1ogl3l FoG(rb r2) 

lffilll < < lffiSUp . 
rt,r2->00 1ogl3lG(rf,r1)- Ap(g) -r1,r2->oo 1og[3lG(rf,r1) 

The following theorem is a natural consequence of Theorem 10.2.10 and The
orem 10.2.11. 

Theorem 10.2.12 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >..(fog) < p(fog) < oo and 0 < >..(g) < 
p(g) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

.X(fog) < 
1
. . f 1ogl3l FoG(rb r2) . {>..(jog) p(fog)} 
lffi Ill < ffilll , :....__:_::___::_:_ 

Ap(g) - r1,r2-+oo 1ogl3l G(rf, r1) - A>..(g) Ap(g) 

< { >..(fog) p(fog)} < 
1
. logl3l FoG(r1, r2) p(fog) 

_ max , _ _ 1m sup < . 
A>..(g) Ap(g) r1,r2-.cx:. logl3l G(rf, r1) - A>..(g) 

Using Definition 1 0.1. 2, we may obtain the next three theorems. 



Hr. 

Theorem 10.2.13 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < (k)>..(fog) < (k)p(fog) < oo and 0 < 
(k) >..(f) < (k) p(f) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

(k) >..(fog) . . loglk+l] FoG(r1, r2) (k) >..(fog) 
____,....,...;-- < hm 1nf < ____,..~~ 
A(k)p(f) -r1,r2-.oo loglk+llF(rf,rt) - A(k))..(j) 

. loglk+l] FoG(r1, r2) (k)p(fog) 
<hmsup <--
- r1,r2-.oo log[k+l] F(rf. rt) - A(k))..(j) 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 

Theorem 10.2.14 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < (k)>..(fog) < (k)p(fog) < oo and 0 < 
(k) p(f) < oo. Then for any positive nurnber A, 

. . f loglk+l] FoG(r1, r2) (k) p(fog) 
1
. log[k+l] FoG(rb r2) 

hm 1n < < 1m sup ____;;:.---=----=---~-~ 
r1,r2-.oo loglk+l] F(rf,rt) - A(k)p(f) - r1,r2-.oo log[k+l] F(rf,rt) 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... The following theorem is a natural consequence of Theo
rem 10.2.13 and Theorem 10.2.14. 

Theorem 10.2.15 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < (k)>..(fog) < (k)p(fog) < oo and 0 < 
(k) >..(f) < (k) p(f) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

(k) >..(fog) . . log[k+l] FoG(r1, r2) . (k) >..(jog) (k) p(fog) 
____,....,...:..;-~ < hm 1nf < m1n { , } 
A(k)p(j) - r1,r2-.oo loglk+l] F(rf, rt) - A(k))..(f) A(k)p(f) 

< (k) >..(fog) (k) p(fog) < . loglk+l] FoG(r1, r2) (k) p(fog) 
-max{ A(k))..(j)' A(k)p(f)}- ~11~2~~ log[k+l] F(rf,rt) < A(k))..(j) 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 

Remark 10.2.3 If we consider 0 < (k)>..(g) < (k)p(g) < oo instead of 
0 < (k) >..(f) < (k) p(f) < oo and the other conditions remain the same 
then Theorem 10.2.13, Theorem 10.2.14 and Theorem 10.2.15 are still valid 
with G(rf, rt) in the denominators of the ratios as we see in the subsequent 
theorems i.e., Theorem 10. 2.16, Theorem. 10.2.17 and Theorem 10. 2.18. 



Theorem 10.2.16 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < (k)>..(fog) < (k)p(fog) < oo and 0 < 
(k) >..(g) < (k) p(g) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

(k) >..(fog) . . loglk+l] PoG(r1, r2) (k) >..(fog) 
---'------'- < hm 1nf < -~___:_;_ 
A(k)p(g) - r1,r2_.oo loglk+llG(rf,rt) - A(k))...(g) 

. loglk+l] PoG(r1, r2) (k) p(fog) 
< hm sup < ___;_....:..::,____:_;_ 
- r 1,r2_.oo loglk+llG(rf,rt) - A(k)>..(g) 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 

Theorem 10.2.17 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < (k)>..(fog) < (k)p(fog) < oo and 0 < 
(k) p(g) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

. . loglk+l] FoG(rl? r2) (k) p(fog) . loglk+l] FoG(rt, r2) 
hm1nf < < hmsup-------'---....;_ 
r1,r2_.00 loglk+l] G(rf, rt) - A(k)p(g) - rt,r2_.oo loglk+l] G(rf, rt) 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... The following theorem is a natural consequence of Theo
rem 10.2.16 and Theorem 10.2.11. 

Theorem 10.2.18 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < (k)>..(fog) < (k)p(fog) < oo and 0 < 
(k) >..(g) < (k) p(g) < oo. Then for any po8itive number A, 

(k) >..(fog) . . loglk+l] FoG(rl? r2) . (k) >..(fog) (k) p(fog) 
----'--- < hm 1nf < m1n { , } 
A(k)p(g) - r1,r2_.oo loglk+l] G(rA rA) - A(k))...(g) A(k)p(g) 

1 ' 2' 

(k) >..(fog) (k) p(fog) . loglk+l] FoG(r1 r2) (k) p(fog) 
< max { } < hm sup ' < ___;_...,;..;....._;;_;_ 
- A(k)>,(g)' A(k)p(g) - r·

1
,r

2
-+<x, log[k+l) G(rf, r1) - A(k))...(g) 

where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 

Theorem 10.2.19 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >..~(fog) < ~(fog) < oo and 0 < >..r;;(f) < 
pr;;(f) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 



1
. loglPl FoG(r1, r2) < ~(fog) 

< liDSUp [ ] A A A'm(J) 
- r1,r2-+oo log m F(r1 . r 2 ) - Aq 

where p, q and m, are any three positive integers such that p > q and m > q 
i.e., q < min{p, rn }. 

Theorem 10.2.20 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < ,\~(fog) <~(fog) < oo and 0 < P";(f) < oo. 
Then for any positive number A, 

l
. . f loglPl FoG(r11 r2) < ~(fog) < 

1
. loglPl FoG(r1, r2) 

lffilll liDSUp [ ] 
r1,r2-+oo loglm] F(rf, rt) - Apr;(f) - r1,r2-+oo log m F(rf, r1) 

where p, q and m are any three positive integers such that p > q and m > q 
i.e., q < min {p, m}. The following theorem is a natural consequence of Theo
rem 10.2.19 and Theorem 10.2.20. 

Theorem 10.2.21 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < ,\~(fog) < ~(fog) < oo and 0 < -\";(!) < 
pr;(f) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

>..~(fog) < 
1
. . f loglPl FoG(r11 r2) < . {,\~(fog) ~(fog)} 
liD lll ffilll ' _.;:;...._ __ 

Apr;(J) - r1,r2-+oo log[m] F( rf, rt) - A>..r;(J) Apr;(J) 

< max{,\~(fog) ~(fog)}< limsu loglPl FoG(r11 r2) <~(fog) 
- A>..r;(J)' Apr;(J) - r 1,r2_,! loglm] F(rf, rt) - A>..r;(J)' 

where p, q and m are any three positive integers such that p > q and m > q 
i.e., q < min{p, m }. 

Remark 10.2.4 If we consider 0 < A~1 (g) < p";(g) < oo instead of 0 < 
>..r;(J) < pr;(f) < oo and the other conditions remain the same then Theorem 
10. 2.19, Theorem 10. 2. 20 and Theorem 10. 2. 21 are still valid with G ( rf, r1) 
in the denominators of the ratios as we see in the subsequent theorems i.e., 
Theorem 10.2.22, Theorem 10.2.23 and Theorem 10.2.24. 

Theorem 10.2.22 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >..~(fog) < oo and 0 < >..r;(g) < p";(g) < 
oo. Then for any positive number A, 

>..~(fog) < 
1
. . f loglPl FoG(r1, r2) >.~(fog) 
lffi lll < __:;;_ __ 

Apr;(g) - r1,r2-+oo loglm] G(rf, rt) - A>..r;(g) 



< l
. loglPl FoG(r1, r2) < P";(fog) 
1msup [ ] ) 

-r1,r2->oo logmG(rf,rt)- A>..~(g 
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where p, q and m are any three positive integers such that p > q and m > q 
i.e., q < min{p, m}. 

Theorem 10.2.23 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >..~(fog) <~(fog) < oo and 0 < P";(g) < oo. 
Then for any positive number A, 

l
. . f 1oglPl FoG(r1, r2) ~(fog) 

1
. 1oglPl FoG(r~, r2) 

1m1n < < 1m sup---=--=--'--__.;... 
r!,T2->00 1og[m] G(rf, rt) - Ap~(g) - Tt,T2->00 1og[m] G(rf, rt) 

where p, q and m are any three positive integers such that p > q and m > q 
i.e., q < min{p, m}. 

Theorem 10.2.24 Let f and g be two non-constant entire functions of two 
complex variables such that 0 < >..~(fog) < ~(fog) < oo and 0 < A.";(g) < 
P";(g) < oo. Then for any positive number A, 

>..~(fog) < 
1
. . f 1oglPl FoG(r1, r2) < . >..~(fog) ~(fog) 
1m1n m1n{ , } 

Ap~(g) - r1,r2->oo 1og[m] G(rf, r1) - A>..~(g) Ap~(g) 

< { >..~(fog) ~(fog)}< 
1
. 1oglPl FoG(r1, r2) < ~(fog) 

max , 1m sup --,--,....------
- A>..~(g) Ap~(g) - r1,r2->oo log[m] G(rf, r1) - A>..~(g) 

where p, q and m are any three positive integers such that p > q and m > q 
i.e., q < min{p, m }. 

-----X-.,.·----
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CHAPTER 

11 

STUDY OF GROWTH PROPERTIES ON 
THE BASIS OF GOL'DBERG ORDER OF 
COMPOSITE ENTIRE FUNCTIONS OF 

SEVERAL COMPLEX VARIABLES 

11.1 Introduction, Definitions and Notations. 

We denote complex and real n-space by cnand Rn respectively and 
indicate the point (zl, .... Zn), (ml, ... mn ) of en or In by their corresponding 
unsuffixed symbols z, m respectively where I denotes the set of non-negative 
integers. The modulus of z, denoted by Jzl, is defined as Jzl = (jz1l2 + ... + 
lznl 2 )~. If the coordinates of the vector m are non-negative integers, then zm 
will denote Z~1 

... z;n and llmll = m1 + ... + mn. 
Let D c en be an arbitrary bounded complete n-circular domain with center 
at the origin of coordinates. Then for the analytic function f and R > 
0, MJ,D(R) = sup if(z)l, where a point zEDR if and only if ~ED. 

ZEDR 

The results of this chapter have been published in International Journal of Mathematical Analysis, 
see (28]. 



:f)t. 

Definition 11.1.1 {{30], p. 339} The Gol'dberg order (briefly G-order) p~ 
off with respect to the domain D is defined as 

log[2
J M1 (R) 

p (f)= pf =lim sup ,n 
n v R-.·x> log R 

where log[k] x = log(log[k-l] x) fork= 1, 2, 3, ... and logiOJ x = x. 

The lower Gol'dberg order A.£ off with respect to the domain D is defined as 

A.n(f) = A.£ = lim inf logl
2
l MJ,n (R). 

R-+cx) log R 

We say that f is of regular growth if pf = A.£. 
D 

Definition 11.1.2 {56] Let f and g be two entire functions of n variables 
and D be a bounded complete n-circular domain with centre at the origin in 
en. Then the relative G-order Pg,D (!) off with respect tog and the domain 
D is defined by 

Iff is a non-constant entire function, then MJ,n(R) is a strictly increasing 
and continuous function of R and its inverse function M1-

1 
: (1/(0)I, oo) ~ 

,D 

(0, oo) exists. It then easily follows that 

log _A,f-
1 (M1 (R)) 

(f) _ l' g,D ,D p - 1msup 
1 

R 
g,n og 

R-+oc 

Similarly, the relative lower order A
9
.v (f) of f with respect to g and the 

domain .D is defined by 

log l'vf-
1 

(MJ (R)) 
A (f) = lim inf g,n ,n 

9
'D R-+oc log R 

Throughout this chapter we shall measure the growth of entire functions rel
ative to the entire function g and D will represent a bounded complete n
circular domain. Unless otherwise stated all the entire functions under con
sideration will be transcendental. Extending the notions of Definition 11.1.1 
and Definition 11.1.2 we may give the following definitions: 



Definition 11.1.3 The hyper Gol'dberg order {briefly hyper G-order) p~ of 
f with respect to the domain D is defined by 

_ _ _1 _ . 1ogl3l MJ,v (R) 
Pv(f) = PD- hmsup 1 R . 

R---+oo og 

The hyper lower Gol'dberg order {briefly hyper lower G-order} off with re
spect to the domain D is defined by 

- _ -J . . logl3l MJ,v(R) 
Av (f) = AD = lim mf 

1 
R . 

R---+oo og 

Definition 11.1.4 Let f and g be two entire functions of n variables and D 
be a bounded complete n-circular domain with centre at origin in en. Then the 
relative hyper Gol'dberg order P

9
.v (f) of .f with respect to g and the domain 

D is defined as 

lo [2] M-1 (M (R)) - (f) = _t - 1" g g,v /,v p - p - 1msup . 
g,v g,v R---+oo log R 

Similarly the relative hyper lower order Ag,v (f) of f with respect to g and 
the domain D is defined by 

t logl2l M-
1 
(Mt (R)) 

A (f) -A = liminf g,v ,v 
g,v g,v R---+oo log R 

Generalising our notion we may get the following definition. 

Definition 11.1.5 The generalised Gol'dberg order {briefly generalised G
order) P1k)(f) off with respect to the domain D is defined by 

loglkJ M (R) 
p~k)(f) =lim sup 

1 
~ where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 

R-•oo og 

The generalised lower Gol'dberg order {briefly generalised lower G-order) of 
f with respect to the domain D is defined by 

loglkJ M (R) 
A~k) (f) = lim inf 

1 
']{ where k = 1, 2, 3, ... 

R---+oo og 



Definition 11.1.6 Let f and g be two entire functions of n variables and IJ 
be a bounded complete n-circular domain with centre at origin in en. Then 
the generalised relative Gol'dberg order p(k) (f) off with respect tog and the 

Y·D 

domain D is defined by 

lo [kJ M-1 (M (R)) 
(.k) (f) - 1' g g,v f,v .f k - 1 2 3 p - 1m sup 

1 
R , J or - , , , ... 

g,D R-+oo og 

Similarly, the generalised relative lower Gol'dberg order )..~~J (f) of f with 
respect to g and the domain D is defined as 

lo [kJ M-1 (M (R)) 
'(k) (f) = 1' · f g g,v f,v 1 k = 1 2 3 
1\ 1m 1n R , J or , , , ... 

g,D R-+oo log 

In this chapter we establish some results on the comparative growth properties 
related to Gol'dberg order (lower Gol'dberg order) and relative Gol'dberg order 
(relative lower Gol'dberg order) of entire functions. 

11.2 Theorems. 

In this section we present the main results of this chapter. 

Theorem 11.2.1 Let f and g be two entire functions of n variables and D 
be a bounded complete n-circular domain with centre at origin in en. Also let 
0 < >..v(fog) < Pv(fog) < oo and 0 < >..v(g) < Pv(g) < oo. Then 

>..v(fog) < 
1
. . f logl2l Mfog,v(R) < . {>..v(fog) Pv(fog)} 
lmln [ l min ' 

Pv (g) - R-+oo log 2 M
9
,v (R) - Av (g) Pv (g) 

< max{>..v(fog), Pv(fog)} <lim sup logl
2
l Mfog,v(R) < Pv(fog). 

Av(g) Po(g) R-•cx: logl2l M9,v(R) - Av(g) 

Proof. From the definition of Gol'dberg order and lower Gol'dberg order of 
an entire function g we have for arbitrary positive c and for all sufficiently 
large values of R, 

logl2l M9 ,v(R) < (p0 (g) +c) log R 

and logl2l M9,v(R) > (>..
0
(g)- c) log R. 

(11.2.1) 

(11.2.2) 



Also for a sequence of values of R, tending to infinity, 

logf2l M 9 ,D(R) < (A.D(g) +c)logR 

and logf2l M9,D ( R) > (p D (g) - c) log R. 
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(11.2.3) 

(11.2.4) 

Again from the definition of Gol'dberg order and lower Gol'dberg order of 
the composite entire function fog we have for arbitrary positive c and for all 
sufficiently large values of R, 

logf2
] Mfog,D(R) < (p

0 
(fog)+ c) log R (11.2.5) 

(11.2.6) 

Again for a sequence of values of R tending to infinity, 

logf2l Mfog,D(R) < (.-\')(fog)+ c) log R (11.2.7) 

and logf2]Mfog,D(R) > (pD(fog) -c)logR. (11.2.8) 

Now from (11.2.1) and (11.2.6) it follows for all sufficiently large values of R 
that 

logf2l Mfog,D ( R) > AD (fog) - c 

logf2l M
9
,D(R) - P D (g)+ c . 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that 

1 
.. flogf2lMfog,D(R) > AD(fog) 
Imln . 
R~oo logf2] ~'vfg,D ( R) - P D (g) 

(11.2.9) 

Again combining (11.2.2) and (11.2.7) we get for a sequence of values of R 
tending to infinity, 

logf2) MJog,D(R) < AD (fog)+ c 

logf2l M
9
,D(R) - AD(g)- c · 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

1 .. flogf2lMJog,D(R) < AD(fog) 
lmln . 
R~oo logf2l M

9
,D(R) - AD(g) 

(11.2.10) 

Similarly from (11.2.4) and (11.2.5) it follows for a sequence of values of R 
tending to infinity that 

logf2] Mfog,D(R) < PD(fog) + c 

logf2l M
9
,D(R) - pD(g)- c · 
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As c-(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

l 
.. flog[2]MfogD(R) < PD(fog) 
Imln ' . 
R-+oo log[2l M

9
,D ( R) - P D (g) 

(11.2.11) 

Now combining (11.2.9), (11.2.10) and (11.2.11) we get that 

AD(fog) < 
1
. . f log[2

] Mfog,D(R) < . {AD(fog) PD(fog)} 
1m Ill [ J min ( ) , ( ) . pD(g) - R-+oo log 2 M

9
,D(R) - AD g PD g 

(11.2.12) 

Now from (11.2.3) and (11.2.6) we obtain for a sequence of values of R tending 
to infinity that 

logl2l MJog,D(R) > AD (fog)- c 
log[2l M9,D(R) - AD(g) + E · 

Choosing E ~ 0 we get that 

l
. logl2l Mfog,D(R) > AD (fog) 
rms~ . 
R-+oo log[2] M

9
,D (R) - AD(g) 

(11.2.13) 

Again from (11.2.2) and (11.2.5) it follows for all sufficiently large values of 
R that 

logl2l Mfog,D(R) < PD (fog)+ E 

logl2l M
9
,D(R) - AD(g)- c · 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

l
. logl2l Mfog,D(R) < PD (fog) 
Imsup . 
R-+oo logl2l M9 ,D(R) - AD(g) 

(11.2.14) 

Similarly combining (11.2.1) and (11.2.8) we get for a sequence of values of 
R tending to infinity that 

log[2
] Mfog,D(R) > PD (fog)- c 

log[2]M9,D(R) - PD(g)+c . 

Since c-(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

(11.2.15) 



Therefore combining (11.2.13), (11.2.14) and (11.2.15) we get that 

{
An(fog) Pv(fog)} < 

1
. log[2

] MJog,v(R) < Pv(fog) 
max , 1m sup [ J ( ) • 

An(g) Pv(g) - R-+oo log 2 M9 ,v(R) - AD 9 
(11.2.16) 

Thus the theorem follows from (11.2.12) and (11.2.16). • 

Example 11.2.1 Considering f = z, g = exp z and n = 1 one can easily 
verify that the sign '< 'in Theorem 11. 2.1 cannot be replaced by '< ' only. 

Remark 11.2.1 If we take 0 < An(f) < Pn(f) < oo instead ofO < AD(g) < 
Pv(g) < oo and the other conditions remain the same then also Theorem 
11. 2.1 holds with g replaced by f in the denominator as we see in the next 
theorem. 

Theorem 11.2.2 Let f and g be two entire functions of n variables and D 
be a bounded complete n-circular domain with centre at origin in en. Also let 
0 < >.D(fog) < Pv(fog) < oo and 0 < An(f) < Pn(f) < oo. Then 

An(fog) < 
1
. . f logl2l Mfog,v(R) < . {AD(fog) Pv(fog)} 
lmln [ l min ' 

Pv(f) - R-+oo log 2 MJ,v(R) - AD(f) Pv(f) 

< a {AD(fog) Pv(fog)} < 1. logl
2
l Mjog,v(R) < Pv(fog) 

m x ( ) , ( ) 1m sup [2] ) • - AD f Pv f - R-+cx) log MJ,v(R) - AD(f 

Proof. From the definition of Gol'dberg order and lower Gol'dberg order of 
an entire function f we have for arbitrary positive c and for all sufficiently 
large values of R, 

logl2l MJ,v(R) < (Pv(f) +c) log R 

and logl2l MJ,v(R) > (>.v(f)- c) log R. 

Also for a sequence of values of R tending to infinity, 

logl2l MJ,v(R) < (>.v(f) +c) log R 

and logl2l MJ,v(R) > (Pv(f)- c) log R. 

(11.2.17) 

(11.2.18) 

(11.2.19) 

(11.2.20) 

Again from the definition of Gol'dberg order and lower Gol'dberg order of 
the composite entire function (or, composition of two entire functions f and 



---' 

g) fog we have for arbitrary positive c and for all sufficiently large values of 
R, 

logl2l Mfog,v(R) < (pn(.fog) +c) log R 

and logl2l Mfog,v(R) > (AD(fog)- c) log R. 

Again for a sequence of values of R tending to infinity, 

logl2l Mfog,v(R) < (AD(fog) +c) log R 

and logl2l Mfog,v (R) > (Pv (fog)- c) log R . 

(11.2.21) 

(11.2.22) 

(11.2.23) 

(11.2.24) 

Now from (11.2.17) and (11.2.22) it follows for all sufficiently large values of 
R that 

logl2l Mfog,v(R) > AD(fog)- c 

logl2l MJ,v(R) - Po(f) + c 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

l
. . f logl2l Mfog v(R) AD(fog) 
Imln , > . 
R-'>oo logl2l Mf,n (R) - Pv (f) 

(11.2.25) 

Again combining (11.2.18) and (11.2.23) we get for a sequence of values of R 
tending to infinity, 

logl2l Mfog,v(R) < AD(fog) + c 

logl2l MJ,v(R) - An(f)- c · 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

l 
.. flogl2lMfogv(R) >-.n(fog) 
lmln ' < . 
R-"oo logl2l MJ,

0
(R) - AD(f) 

(11.2.26) 

Similarly from (11.2.20) and (11.2.21) it follows for a sequence of values of R 
tending to infinity that 

logl2l MJog,v(R) < Pv(fog) + c 
logl2l MJ,v (R) - Pv (f) - c . 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

(11.2.27) 



Now combining (11.2.25), (11.2.26) and (11.2.27) we get that 

AD(fog) < 
1
. . f logl2l MJog,D(R) < . {AD(fog) PD(fog)} (112 28.) 
1m 1n [ l mm ( ) , (f) · · · . PD(J) - R-+oo log 2 Mt,D(R) - AD f PD 

Now from (11.2.19) and (11.2.22) we obtain for a sequence of values of R 
tending to infinity, 

logl21 Mfog,D(R) > AD(fog) -c. 
logl21 Mt,D(R) - AD(!)+ c 

Choosing c:(> 0) we get that 

l
. logl21 Mfog D (R) AD(fog) 
1msup ' > . 
R-+oo logl21 Mt,D(R) - AD(f) 

(11.2.29) 

Again from (11.2.18) and (11.2.21) it follows for all sufficiently large values 
ofR, 

logl2l Mfog,D(R) < pD(fog) + c 
logl21 Mt,D(R) - AD(!)- c · 

As c:(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

l
. logl2l Mfog,D(R) < PD(fog) 
rms~ . 
R-+oo logl21 J\1 f,D ( R) - AD(f) 

(11.2.30) 

Similarly combining (11.2.17) and (11.2.24) we get for a sequence of values 
of R tending to infinity 

logl21 Mfog,D(R) > pD(fog)- c 

logl2l Mt,D (R) - PD (f) + c 

Since c:(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

l
. logl2] Mfog,D(R) > pD(fog) 
1msup [ . 
R-+oo log 2l MrD(R) - PD(f) 

Therefore combining (11.2.29), (11.2.30) and (11.2.31) we get that 

(11.2.31) 

max {)..D(fog)' pD(fog)} <lim sup logl2] Mfog,D(R) < pD(fog). (11.2.32) 
Av(f) PD (f) - R-+oo logl2l Mt,D (R) - AD(f) 

Thus the theorem follows from (11.2.28) and (11.2.32). • 



Example 11.2.2 Taking f == exp z, g = z and n = 1 one can easily verify 
that the sign '< 'in Theorem 11. 2. 2 cannot be replaced by '< ' only. 
Extending the notion we may prove the subsequent theorems using hyper 
Gol 'db erg order. 

Theorem 11.2.3 Let f and g be two entire functions of n variables and D 
be a bounded complete n-circular domain with centre at origin in en. Also let 

0 < >..n(fog) < Pn(fog) < oo and 0 < >..n(g) < Pn(g) < oo. 

- [3] -
,.,.,"/... >..n(fog) < 1. . flog MJog,D(R) < . {>..n(fog) Pn(fog)} 
.L nen 1m Ill mill , ~,;___~ 

Pn(g) - R->oo logl3l Mr,D(R) - >..n(g) PD(g) 

< max{Xn(fog) Pn(fog)} < limsup logl
3
l MJog,D(R) < PD(fog) 

- >..n(g) ' Pn(g) - R--+X) logl3l M
9
,D(R) - AD(g) 

Proof. From the definition of hyper Gol'dberg order and hyper Gol'dberg 
lower order of an entire function g we have for arbitrary positive c and for all 
sufficiently large values of R, 

and log[3
] M9 ,D ( R) > (>..n (g) - c) log R. 

Also for a sequence of values of R tending to infinity, 

log[3l M9,D(R) < (Xn(g) +c) log R 

and log[3
] M9,D(R) > (Pn(g)- c) log R. 

(11.2.33) 

(11.2.34) 

(11.2.35) 

(11.2.36) 

Again from the definition of hyper Gol'dberg order and hyper lower Gol'dberg 
order of the composite entire function fog we have for arbitrary positive c 
and for all sufficiently large values of R. 

logl3l MJog,D(R) < Ci5n(fog) +c) log R 

and log[3l Mfog,D(R) > (5.n(fog)- c) log R. 

Again for a sequence of values of R tending to infinity, 

log[3
] Mfog,D(R) < (>..n(fog) +c) log R 

(11.2.37) 

(11.2.38) 

(11.2.39) 



l]_,) 

(11.2.40) 

Now from (11.2.33) and (11.2.38) it follows for all sufficiently large values of 
R that 

logl3l Mjog,D(R) > ~D(fog)- E. 

logl3l M9,D(R) -" PD(g) + E 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that 

l
. . f 1ogl3l]y[fog,D(R) > AD(fog) 
Imln . 
R-+oo logl3l M

9
,D(R) - PD(g) 

(11.2.41) 

Again combining (11.2.34) and (11.2.39) we get for a sequence of values of R 
tending to infinity, 

logl3l Mjog,D(R) < )..D(fog) + E 

logl3l M9,D ( R) _: AD (g) - E . 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

[3] -

l. . flog Mfog,D(R) < AD(fog) lm In --=---:-:--...::____:::..;~, 

R-+oo logl3l M
9

,
0 

( R) - AD(g) 
(11.2.42) 

Similarly from (11.2.36) and (11.2.37) it follows for a sequence of values of R 
tending to infinity that 

logl3l Mjog,D(R) < PD(fog) + E 

logl3l M9,D(R) -" PD(g)- E 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

1
. . f logl3l MJog D(R) PD(fog) lmln , < . 
R-+oo logl3l M

9
,D(R) - PD(g) 

Now combining (11.2.41), (11.2.42) and (11.2.43) we get that 
- ~ -
AD(fog) < 1 .. flog Mfog,D(R) < . {)..D(fog) PD(fog)} 

- - lm In min ' . 
PD(g) R-+oo logl3lJvf9,D(R) - AD(g) PD(g) 

(11.2.43) 

(11.2.44) 

Now from (11.2.35) and (11.2.38) we obtain for a sequence of values of R 
tending to infinity that 

logl3l Mfog,D(R) > XD(fog)- E 

logl3l M9,D(R) - AD(g) + E · 
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Choosing E ---+ 0 we get that 

. log[3] MJog D(R) > >..n(fog) 
hmsup ' 

R-+oo log[3]~q,D(R) - >..n(g) 
(11.2.45) 

Again from (11.2.34) and (11.2.37) it follows for all sufficiently large values 
of R, 

log[3
] MJog,D(R) < Pn(fog) +E. 

log[3] M
9
,D(R) - >..n(g)- c 

As c(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

1
. log[3

] MJog,D(R) < Pn(fog) 
1msup [ l . 
R-+oo log 3 ~q,D(R) - >..n(g) 

(11.2.46) 

Similarly combining (11.2.33) and (11.2.40) we get for a sequence of values 
of R tending to infinity that 

log[3
] MJog,D(R) > Pn(fog)- c. 

log[3] M
9
,D(R) - Pn(g) + c 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

1
. log[3

] Mfog,D(R) > Pn(fog) 
Imsup [ J . 
R-+oo log 3 M9,D(R) - Pn(g) 

Therefore combining (11.2.45), (11.2.46) and (11.2.47) we get that 

(11.2.47) 

max{~n(fog), Pn(fog)}< lim sup log[
3
] Mfog,D(R) < Pn(fog). (11.2.48) 

>..n(g) Pn(g) - R-+oo log[3] M
9
,D(R) - >..n(g) 

Thus the theorem follows from (11.2.44) and (11.2.48). • 

Remark 11.2.2 If we take 0 < >..n(f) < 75n(f) < oo instead ofO < >..n(g) < 
75n(g) < oo and the other conditions remain the same then also Theorem 
11. 2. 3 holds with g replaced by f in the denominator as we see in the next 
theorem. 

Example 11.2.3 Let f = z, g = exp[2l z = exp(exp z) and n = 1. Then it 
can be easily shown that the sign '< ' in Theorem 11. 2. 3 cannot be replaced 
by '<'only. 



Theorem 11.2.4 Let f and g be two entire functions of n variables and D 
be a bounded complete n-circular domain with centre at origin in en. Also let 
0 < >..v(fog) < Pv(fog) < oo and 0 < >..v(f) < Pv(f) < oo. Then 

~D(fog) < 1. . f logl
3
l Mfog,D(R) < . {An(fog) Pn(fog)} 

--- - lm In - min ' -_----:--.--
Pv(f) R-+oo logl3l M9,D(R) An(f) Pv(f) 

< {>..n(fog) Pn(fog)} < 
1
. logl3l Mfog,D(R) < Pn(fog) 

max , _ _ 1m sup [ l _ 
- An(!) Pv(f) R-+oo log 3 MJ,D(R) Av(f) 

Proof. From the definition of hyper Gol'dberg order and hyper lower Gol'dberg 
order of an entire function f we have for arbitrary positive E and for all suf
ficiently large values of R, 

logl3l MJ,D(R) < (Pv(f) +c) log R 

and logl3l MJ,D(R) > (>..v(f)- c) log R. 

Also for a sequence of values of R tending to infinity, 

logl3l MJ,D (R) < (>:v(f) +c) log R 

and logl3l MJ,D(R) > (Pv(f)- c) log R. 

(11.2.49) 

(11.2.50) 

(11.2.51) 

(11.2.52) 

Again from the definition of hyper Gol'dberg order and hyper lower Gol'dberg 
order of the composite entire function fog we have for arbitrary positive E 

and for all sufficiently large values of R, 

logl3l Mfog,D (R) < (Pv(fog) +c) log R 

and logl3lMfog,D(R) > (>..v(fog) -E)logR. 

Again for a sequence of values of R tending to infinity, 

logl3l Mfog,D(R) < ().v(fog) +c) log R 

and logl3l Mfog,D(R) > Cfiv(fog)- c) log R. 

(11.2.53) 

(11.2.54) 

(11.2.55) 

(11.2.56) 

Now from (11.2.49) and (11.2.54) it follows for all sufficiently large values of 
R that 

logl3l Mfog,D(R) > ~n(fog)- E 

logl3l MJ,D(R) -- Pv(f) + E · 



As E(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that 

[3] -

1
. . flog MJog,v(R) > AD(fog) 
Imin . 
R-->oo logl3l Mt,v ( R) - PD(f) 

(11.2.57) 

Again combining (11.2.50) and (11.2.55) we get for a sequence of values of R 
tending to infinity, 

logl3l MJog,v(R) < ~v(fog) + E 

logl3l Mt,v(R) - :Av(f)- E 

Since E(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

[3] -

1
. . flog MJog,v(R) < An(fog) Im Ill --=---:-:---=---=-.:.__c_ 
R-->oo logl3l Mt,v (R) - AD(f) 

(11.2.58) 

Similarly from (11.2.52) and (11.2.53) it follows for a sequence of values of R 
tending to infinity that 

logl3l Mfog,v(R) < PD(fog) + E 

logl3l Mt,v(R) - Pv(f)- E . 

As E(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

1
. . f logl3l MJog,v(R) < PD(fog) 
Imin . 
R-->oo logl3l Mt,v(R) - PD(f) 

Now combining (11.2.57), (11.2.58) and (11.2.59) we get that 

- [3] -
An(fog) < 

1
. . flog MJog,v(R) < . {AD(fog) PD(fog)} Im Ill min , :....=.__:...:..___.:~ 

Pv(f) - R-->oo logl3l Mt,v(R) - AD(f) PD(f) 

(11.2.59) 

(11.2.60) 

Now from (11.2.51) and (11.2.54) we obtain for a sequence of values of R 
tending to infinity, 

logl3l MJog,v(R) > ~D(fog)- E 

logl3l Mt,v(R) - AD(f) + E 

Choosing E-+ 0 we get that 

(11.2.61) 



Again from (11.2.50) and (11.2.53) it follows for all sufficiently large values 
of R, 

logl3l MJog,D (R) < Pv(fog) +c. 
logl3l MJ,D(R) - A.v(f)- c 

As c:(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

1
. logl3l MJog,D(R) < Pv(fog) 
1msup [] 
R-too log 3 MJ,D(R) - >-v(f) 

(11.2.62) 

Similarly combining (11.2.49) and (11.2.56) we get for a sequence of values 
of R tending to infinity that 

logl3l MJog,D(R) > Pv(fog)- c. 
logl3l M1,D(R) - Pv(f) + c 

Since c(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

1
. logl3l MJog D(R) Pv(fog) 
1msup ' > . 
R-too logl3l Mf,D (R) - Pv(f) 

Therefore combining (11.2.61), (11.2.62) and (11.2.63) we get that 

(11.2.63) 

- ~ 
ma:x{A.v(fog), Pv(fog)} <lim sup log MJog,D(R) < Pv(fog). (11.2.64) 

A.v(f) Pv(f) - R_,oo logl3l MJ,D(R) - >.v(f) 

Thus the theorem follows from (11.2.60) and (11.2.64). • 

Example 11.2.4 Considering f = expl2l z, g = z and n = 1 one can easily 
verify that the sign '<'in Theorem 11.2.4 cannot be replaced by '<'only. 

---- -_)(--- --
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